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A'ITENTION: R.W.BORCHARDT

SUBJECT: WESTINGHOUSE RESPONSES TO NRC REQUESTS FOR ADDITIONAL
1 INFORMATION ON THE AP600

Dear Mr. Borchardt:

Enclosed are three copics of the Westinghouse responses to NRC requests for additional information
on the AP600 from your letters of April 15,1994, April 29,1994, May 2,1994, May 5,1994,
May 18,1994, May 23,1994, May 24,1994, May 26,1994, and June 8,1994. In addition, revisions
of 12 responses previously submitted are provided.

A listing of the NRC requests for additional information responded to in this letter is contained in
Attachment A.

These responses are also provided as electronic files in Wordperfect 5.1 format with Mr. Kenyon's
copy.

If you have any questions on this material, please contact Mr. Brian A. McIntyre at 412-374-4334.
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NTD-NRC-94-4257
ATTACIIMENT A

AP600 RAI RESPONSES
SUBMITTED AUGUST 81994

RAI No. Issue

220.090R0lj Type and charactreistics ofwater seals

230.016R01: Axisymmetric containment shell model

230.053R01; Inclusion of other site conditions

230.062R01: Validity of fixed base seismic analysis

230.078R01| Time discretization of ground motion time hist.

230.080R01: Adequacy of using only 3 soil site conditions

230.084R01 Additional information in Section 3.7.2.1.1

230.090R01: Dynamic model usage

231.00lR01| Site-specific soil interaction analyses

231.022R01: SSI studies for the rock model

260.026 : Pre-op tests for first plant only

410.108 : SWS tests and inspections

410.109 | SWS criteria

410.115 | SWS potential for water hammer

410.139 | TG functionallimitations imposed by RCS

410.143 : TG design criteria

410.171 : DID classification of DG suppor systems

410.188 : SFS safety grade concerns

410.255 : Permissible cooling water leakage

410.257 : Quality group classification for MCES

410.258 : SSAR section 10.4.3.2.1

410.259 : Turbine steam sealing system

410.260 i Aux. steam system necessary controls / indicators

435.076 ; Regulatory oversight of full load rejection cap.

440.057 : EPGs for shutdown and mid-loop operations

440.066 | Applicable modes for SSAR safety analyses
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NTD-NRC-94-4257
ATTACHMENT A

AP600 RAI RESPONSES
SUBMITTED AUGUST 81994

IRAINo. Issue

440.090 : PXS component parameters

440.121 : Emergency procedures for feed & bleed operation

440.146 : WCOBRA/ TRAC

440.147 : WCOBRA/ TRAC

440.149 : WCOBRA/ TRAC

440.150 : WCOBRA/ TRAC

440.151 : WCOBRA/ TRAC

440.152 : WCOBRA/TPAC

440.153 : WCOBRA/ TRAC

440.156 : WCOBRAffRAC
t.-

440.176 : Methods to identify adver::e systems interactions

440.202 : Credit for break isolation in PRHR break tree

440.203 : Makeup water needed for extended PRHRS operation

440.208 : Boron precipitation for large break LOCA

440.221 : Radiolytic cas impact on PRHRS operation

480.004R01: HWRF Test Data

952.027R01: RCS behavior versus ADS test facility

952.075 : SPES-2 SG recirculation ratios
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Response Revision 1

Questior 220.90

For the nuclear island structures, provide in the SS AR, the t>pe and characteristics of water seals to le used at the
penetrations Onechanical and electrical) and accesses located below the flood level f or preventing and initigating the
external flooding ell'ects.

Response: (Revision 1)

SS AR Chapter 2 and Subsection 3.4.1.1.1 establish the inaxirnum thxxl at less than the finished grade. As stated in
the response to RAI 410.38. the APNX) design minimites the number of penetrations through the walls below gra&
There are no electrical penetrations thronph the exterior walls below grade. Those few pnwess piping penetrations
located below the inaximnin thxxl level (elevation itHf) will be watertight. Any potess piping penetrations anni
eleiteical-con +htits-through the exterior walls below grade will be embedded in the wall or will be welded to a steel
sleese embedded in the wall. There are no accesses or tunnels penetrating the exterior walls below grade.

SSAR Revision:

Add the following at the end of Subsection 3.4.1.1.l:

There are no electrical penetrations through the exterior walls below grade. Process piping penetrations through
the exterior walls below grade are embedded in the wall or are welded to a steel sleeve embedded in the wall. There
aie no access openings or tunnels penetrating the exterior walls below grade.

. 220.90(R1)-1
W Westinah00Seu-
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

.. -

Response Revision 1

Ouestion 230.16

Describe the method used to construct a stick model f rom the axisymmetric shell model of the containment vessel
(Section 3.7.2.3.2).

Response: (Revision 1)

The method used to construct the stick model for the containment vessel is described in the SS AR revision shown
below.

SSAR Revision:

Revise Subsection 3.7.2.3.2 as follows:

The steel containment vessel is a freestanding. cylindrical steel shell structure with ellipsoidal upper and
lower steel domes. The three-dimensional, lumped-mass stick model of the steel containment vessel is developed
based on the axisymmetric shell model. Figure 3.7.2-5 presents the steel containment vessel stick model. In the
stick model, the properties are calculated as follows:

Members representing the cylindrical portion are based on the properties of the actual clicular cross section.

of the containment vessel.
Members representing the bottom head are based on equivalent stiffnesses calculated from the shell of.

revolution analyses for statie 1.0g in venical and horizontal directions.
Shear, bending and torsional properties for members representing the top head are based on the average of.

,

the properties at the successive nodes, using the actual circular cross section. These are the properties that i

affect the horizontal mo les. Axial properties, which affect the venical m(xles, are based on equivalent
stiffnesses calcalated f rom the shell of revolution analyses for static 1.0g in the vertical direction. |

This method used to construct a stick nuxlel from the axisymmetric shell model of the containment vessel is verified j
hy comparison of the natural frequencies detennined f rom the stick imdel and the shell of revolution uudel as show n j
in Table 3.7.2-14. The shell of revolution vertical m<xlel (n = 0 hannonic) has a series of local shell nunles of the i

top head between 23 and 30 llerte. These nnxies are predominantly in a direction nonnat to the shell surface and |
cannot be repiesented by a stick nuntel. These local m<xtes have small contribution to the total response to a venical i

carthquake as they are at a high frequency where seismic excitation is small. I

1

I

|

W Westinghouse
1
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

t u- "u
tt! !!!' Response Revision 1

e.

Table 3.7.214

Coniparison of frequencies for containment sessel seistnie model

MODE NO. VERTICAL MODEL llORIZONTAL MODEL

Shell of Revolution Stick Model Sliell of Revolution Stick Model
Model Model

i 17,71 IIert/ 18.33 Ilert/ 7.39 lierti 7.5611ert/

2 2 3.59 ilertz 30.06 IIerti 20.8S 11ert/ 22.0 liert/

1

|

|

|

|
i

|

|
|

|
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
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1Response Revision 1
1
,

Question 230.53

1

Acconting to the SSAR, only three soil comlitions (shear wave velocity equal to 1(NW) II/see, 2500 f t/see and j

S(HW) It/see) were used in the seismic design of APM)i) standard plant. Provide justification for not including the
site conditions with other shear wave velocities. such as 1500 ti/see and 3500 It/see and dif ferent depths f rom grade
to bedrot L.

Response: (Revision 1)

The APN)O design soil profiles used in the design of seismic Category I structures, conysonents, and seismic
subsystems are derived from a set of generie soil profiles encompassing a wide range of soil parametric variations
that bount! most existing nuclear power plant sites as shown in Appendix 2A.I of the SS AR. The design soil proliles
are expected to bound site conditions with other shear wave vehicities, such as 1500 ft/sec and 3500 ft/see and
dif ferent depths f rom grade to bednNk.

Tlauubje(84this R Al-weliscussed hiring-a meeting-among-NRWlall and+onsakant+arwi-Westinghousesuwl
lleihtel on-seismie-analysewn-April 14A494-and will-lediwnswwl-furtlessiurinta-meeting *lawfuled at tieend
of-Mayr--A-wriiten-lesponw' to thi+R Al-will-le prepansi following-tho Mayaneeting,

SSAR Revision: N()NE

i
;

!

|

l

230.53(R1)-1W Westinghouse
-
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Response Revision 1

Question 230.62

Justily the validity of pestorariing a fixed-base seisinic analysis f or the site coralitions with shear wave vehicity eqiialto or greater than SINIH lt/sec.

Response: (Revision 1)

See response to RAI 230.35 (e).

The subjes1 of this R Al was41ist uswsl-shuiny-* meeting-aniong NRWiall-aral-c.uistillasils anel AVi'stisiylioist%en 1
liechsel-4Hi seismic analyses-4>n-Apail-14rl444 anil-will Iv4hwnsw.) lurthenlorine-a nieeting * heeluleil at thes+nel
ol-May,-A-weinen aesp.weso to this-H Al-will-le preparesi folkswiny sin +-M,iy-4neetting,

SSAR Revision: NONii

W WestinEh0U.",e-

.
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Response Revision 1

Question 230.78

Expmd. in the SS AR. the descriptions of the three components 011. H2 and !!3) of the ground nmtion time histories
used in the analyses to include indications of the time discretization (Nyquist f requency) heing used and the
appropriateness of this time step for the frequency ranges of interest.

Response: (Revision 1)

SS AR Section 3.7.1.2 is revised to provide the additional information.

The p rom a l mot ion 4 ime hist 4 w ie+( l i t el l2.-atalM are yenerated w ith 4 imeMep+i/e of41.014 *ea md 4~or-appliau ions
in soil winn tme interat4 ion analyws For application +in the lhed Nsenn ale +uperpositiim 4ime-history-analyses ther

time step si/e-is- red +n'isi to-8.00%w'o+n<l bylinear-inter polation,--The-4naxinnnn "i44t-ollifreguesk'y-for4w >lli-4he-

| wil simcture imeraction analysewnd 4|wvfiwdhanalyww i+J&lk-whis h is-well within-the-Nyquist-f requeney
I limit

SSAR Revision:

Resise the first paragraph of Subsection 3.7.1.2 as shown below:

A " single" set of three mutually orthogonal, statistically independent, synthetic acceleration time histories is used
as the mput in the dynamic analysis of seismic Category I structures. The synthetic time he tones were generated

| hy modif ying a set of actual recorded "TAFT" earthquake time histories. The design time histories include a total
I time duration equal to 20 seconds and a corresponding stationary phase, strong motion duration greater than 6

second s. The acceleration. vehieity, and displacement time-history plots for the three orthogonal earthquake
components. "Ill" "112" and "V". are presented in Figures 3.7.1-3. 3.7.1-4, and 3.7.1-5. The ground motion time
histories 0I1. [12. and V) are generated with time step site of 0.010 second for applications in soil structure

| interaction analyses. For applications in the fixed-base male supequition time-history analyses. the time step si/c
is reduced to 0.005 second by linear interpidation. The cutoff frequency used in the hori/ont2d and vertical seismic
analysis of the nuclear island for the hard rock site is 34 herte. The cutoff frequencies used in the soil struetnre
interaction analyses are 33 hent for the soft rock site, and 15 hent and 21 henz for the soft-to-medium stiff soil site

| in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. The maximum "eut-off" frequency for both the soil structure
interaction analyses and the fixed-base analyses is well within the Nyquist frequency limit.

1
!

|
|

W Westinohouseu-
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Response Revision 1

Question 230.80

Subsection 3.7.2.1 of the SSAR (pg. 3.7.2-3) indicates ilut separate seismic analyses are perforined for the nuclear
island (NI) for each of the soil profiles defined in Section 3.7.1,4 and the three sets of in-structure seismic responses
are enveloped to obtain the seismic design envelope (design member forces, nodal accelerations, nodal displacements,
and Hoor response spectra) used in the design and analysis of seismic Category I structures, components, and seismic
subsystems. The statt is concerned that the seismic design of the structures, systems and components of the APNN)
standard plant inay not be suf ficient because it considers only three generie site conditions characterized with soil
shear wave vehicities that are f ar apart from each o:her. An example of the staf f's concern is shown in the door
response spectra (FRS) plots of Figure 3.7.2-25. As shown in these plots, the horizontal (EW component in
particular) FRS envelope in the control room area may not cover the FRS from two possible intermediate site
conditions, one with a shear wave velocity between 1(NH) ft/see and 24(H)It/see (approximately 158W)it/sec) and the
other with a shear wave velocity between 24(X) It/see and 8(HM) it/sec (approximately 35(Kl it/see). Justily the
adequacy of using only three generic site conditions for the APNX) standard plant design.

Response:

As discussed in Appendix 2A of the SS AR, the APNX) design soil profiles were derived by considering a wide range
of soil parametric variations that bound most of the existing nuclear power plant sites. Therefore, the three design
soil profiles are adequate for the APNN) standard plant design.

Tlas+objtwt-of thi+RAl-was-diwuwe hluringe naviing+numpWRG+1allimdmultanivand4%Ninglwmwathi
its hietonemie-analyseson April-14rlV%md-will4wdiwu+e<1 Junhenharinge meetingwheduled at4hewul
of-Mayr--A-wrinenawp m+1o thi+ R Al-will be prepuwl-following-tiw41ay-mteting-

SSAR Revision: NONE

0m
W WestinEhouse
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

iU
Responso Revision 1 !H

.

Question 230.84

In Sectiim 3.7.2.I.I of the SSAR. provide intonnation and explanation to demonstrate:

that for site conditions with soil shear wave velocity equal or preater than 8(NH) ll/sec, the SSI elletta.
,

between NI structures and soil foundation are negligible and the use of lixed base anodels is adequate for
calculatiny seismic respinses of the NI structures, and

b. that for structures with multimodes, the amplification procedures, de. scribed for cases where the responses
of soi! lounded structures exceed the responses of nd (shear wave vehicity equal or preater than StHM)
II/sec) founded structures, will provide reasonable results for the design of structures, systems and
components.

Response: (Revision 1)

See response to R AI 2.4).35 (e).

The~ubjeiI-of this R Al was discowsl 4loring a ineetmg unaing NRGstall and +onsuhants and-Westinyhouse and
lleihtel on wismic analyws on April-14cluv4 and-will be discussed lumbes during-a meetingwheduled at the end
of May.- A weilten response to this R AI will be psepired folk. wing the-May inec4ing.

SSAR Revision: NONii
.

1

i

. 230.84(RI)-1
W WestinEhouse_
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Response Revision 1

Question 230.90

llecause many dillercnt dynamic nuxlels (3D stick mixiel,3D finite element inodel,3D stick inodel coupled with
3D linite element soil loundation model etc.) and analysis metinxis (response spectrum analysis method using SAP
computer code, time history analysis method using SAP computer code, time history analysis met!"xl using S ASSI
computer code, etc.) were used for the seismic analyses of NI structures, proviile a detailed descri tion in the SSARl
to show w hich nnulel combined with w hich analysis method was used f or generating what kind of dynamic responses
for the design.

Response: (Revision 1)

SS AR Subsection 3.7.2 is revised as shown below to provide the requested inlonnation.

SSAR Revision:

Adil the following paragraph at the end of Subsection 3.7.2:

Table 3.7.2-14 summari/cs the types of malels and analysis methals that are used in the seismic analyses of the
nuclear island. It also sununari/cs the type of results that are obtained and where they are used in the design.

Add the attacheil Table 3.7.2-14 to Section 3.7.2.

W WestinEhouse
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Response Revision 1

Table 3.7.214

Models - Analysis Methods - Types of Dynamic Responses Generated
* Model Analysis Program Type of Dynamic

Methmi Response / Purpose

2D lumped mass stick Complex frequency SASSI To identify governing site properties and design i

maleis coupled with 2D response analysis soil profiles.
model of the foundation

2D Imnped mass stick, Mode supeq30sition BSAP
lixed base malels time history analysis

3D lumped mass stick, Mode superposition llSAP Performed for hard rock profile,
fixed base nnlcls time history analysis To develop time histories for generating floor

response spectra.
To obtain the following:
Maximum absolute nodal accelerations (ZPA).
Maximum displacements relative to basemat.
Maximum member forces and moments for all
structures, except the containment internal '

structures.

Response spectrum 11 SAP To obtain the seismic force and moment
analysis response of the containment internal structures

(Subsection 3.7.2.2) including the high i

frequency inalal effect.

Used also to determine governing responses for
design of structures.

3D lumped mass stick Complex frequency SASSI Performed for the sof t rock and sof t-to-medium
matels coupled with 3D response antdysis soil profiles.
model of the foundation To develop time histories for generating floor

response spectra.
'

To obtain the following:
Maximmn absolute nodal accelerations (ZPA).
Maxituum displacements relative to basemat.
Maximum member forces and moments.

To determine governing responses for design of
,

,

structures. I

1

s

*

230.90(R1)-2
W WestinEhouse-
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Response Revision 1
1

1

Table 3.7.2-14 |

Models - Analysis Methods - Types of Dynamic Responses Generated

Model Analysis Program Type of Dyn:unic j
Method Response / Purpose j

2D lumped nuiss stick Complex frequency SASSI To identify governing site properties and design
matels coupled with 2D response analysis soil profiles. '

model of the foundation

2D lumped n ass stick, Mode superposition BSAP
fixed base models time history analysis

3D finite element, fixed Response spectrum USAP Performed for the hard rock prolite.
base models, coupled analysis To obtain the in-plane forces'" for the design of
Auxiliarly/ Shield ik> ors and walls.
buildings and
Containment internal
structures

3D shell of revolution Equivalent static Obtain SSE Stress for the containment vessel
model of steel analysis using nodal
containment vessel accelerations from

3D stick model

02 The in-phine forces for the hard rock. profiles are increased by a scaling factor when, based on a comparison
of force responses of the 3D lumped-mass stick model. either the soft rock or soft to-medium stiff soil cases I

give higher element forces than the hard rock case. The scaling factor, at a given plant elevation, is equal to l
the ratio of the largest 3D stick model element forces over the 3D stick model element force for the hard rock I

I

case
i

|

230.90(RI)-3 |T Westinghouse ;

!

|

,

l

|
'
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Response Revision 1

Question 231.1

Clarily the following statement in Section 2.5 (p. 2.0 3): "For the site where the soil characteristies dif fer
significantly... site specific soil structure interaction analyses may be perfonned to demonstrate acceptability.. "
Relerring to Section 2A.6 of the SS AR in which the base rock depth of design soil profiles was specified at 37 m
(120 f t), will site-specific schmic an;dyses be required if the site base rock depth is, for ex:unple,46 m (150 f t).
which is deeper than the 37 m (12010 condition analy/ed! See staf f conunent on Section 3.7.1.4 of the SSAR
(()230.10).

Response: (Revision 1)

Section 2.5 of the SS AR presents the site interlace criteria and requirements of potential APNH) plant sites. The site
qualification flow chart is shown in Figure 2.5-1, attached to this response.

The AP6no design soil profiles used in the design of seismic Category I structures, components, and seismic
subsystems are derived f rom a set of generic soil profiles encompa3siag a wide range of soil parametric variations
that bound most existing nuclear power plant sites shown in Appendix 2A.l.

The soil structure interaction (SSI) analyses of the generic soil profiles described in Appendix 2 A encompass a wide
range of site parameters, meluding a wide range of depth to base rock. Based on the SSl results,120 feet depth to
base rock is selected because it induces a larger nuclear island seismic response than other depths considered.
Therefore, it would not be necessary to perfonn a site-specific analysis if the site base rock depth is 150 feet.
Similar SSI analyses were performed and evaluated for other site parameters. The APNH) design soil profiles were
derived f rom the combination of all soil par:uneters that produce the bounding SSI response on the nuclear island.

For this reason, proposed plant sites with properties within the range of parameters considered for the generic SSI
analpes are qualified for siting the APNW) plant. For proposed plant sites with properties outside the range of j

parameters considered the necessity for site-specilie analysis by the combined license applicant will be established |

acconting to the site interf ace criteria presented in SSAR Section 2.5. |
|
|

|
|

SSAR Revision:

SS AR Section 2.5 will be revised as follows: Note - this revision was incorporated into SSAR Revision i

For sites w here the soil characteristics are outside the range considered in Appendix 2 A.2, site specific soil struc-
ture interaction analyses may be performed by the Combined License applicant to demonstrate acceptability by
comparison of ther response spectra at the following hications. Comparison of the thior response spectra at these
locations is suf ficient demonstration that the site seismic conditions are within the APNX) design basis.

1

Replace figure 2.51 with the attached revision.
|
|
|

231.1(RI)-1 |

W West.in=crhouse i
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

'

Response Revision 1

|

Site Qualification for AP600

Site Specific Spectra
- Site Does Not Qualify for AP600

In Free Field no
s R.G.1.60 spectra
anchored to 0.30g Site Specific Analysis

AP600 Modelsyes
Site Specific Soils
Site Specific Input

Shear Wave Velocity G @ ( + E, -50 ) Y. Sous
no

2100 fps

yes

Compare FRS * (5% damping)

Soil UrJform or Profile at 4 criticallocation to be
similar to those already 5 esign" RS

no
analyzed

yes yes no
'l

Site Adecuate for :
AP600 Review all FRS

f Reconcile Exceedances
Modify Design if

Necessary

* Raw FRS - Comparison acceptable with up to five
Exceedances at no greater than 10%

Figure 2.5-1 Site Qualification Flow Chart

231.1(RI)-2
W Westinghouse
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION l

Response Revision 1

Question 231.22

In the January 22. 1993 response to Q231.5 regarding the assuinpiion of an upper bound value of StNN) feet per
second (lps) for the shear wave schicity of the hard rixk site, Westinghouse states that, for the haid rock site profile
with shear wave velocity of S(WWI fps (greatec than 35t HiIps), the nuclear island is analy/ed as a fixed base structure.
Ilowe er, the decision to use fixed base analyses should not be based on a specified rock shear wave vehicity, but
on the relationship between the SSI frequency and the structural frequency of the N1.

Perlonn necessary SSI studies for the rock inodel (with nick shear wave velocity ranging troin StHN) to ll(NX)lps
discussed in Q231.5 to justif y the use of fixed base analysis for the mck site with shear wave vehicity of Sixx} fps.

Response: (Revision 1)

See response to RAI 23t).35 (e).

The subjc(I of thiv R Al- waulaw'nswil4 luring-a meetmy amoung-NRCNat f anil(onsukantsa:RI-Westitualtoustwai.I
Itet hiel 4.n +eismic-analywu usApril-14.-lW4 und -will be-41iscussed-lunher 41oring a meetinywhtsluled aHieend
of May.---A-written respon+4a ihi+R Al-will-1+prepareil-folk > wing-ilkwMay-meeting:

SSAR Revision: NONE

l
|

|

|

|

1

|

I
|

|

|
|

|

i
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
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Ouestion 260.26

Section 14.2.1, " Summary of Test Propr;un and Objectives " Section 14.2.4, "Utilitation of Reactor Operating
and Testing lixperience in the Development of Test Progr:un." Section 14.2.6.3, " Power Ascension," and
Settion 14.2.8 of the SSAR. " Individual Test Descriptions" describe 9 preoperational tests and S startup tests that
are to be perfonned only for the first AP600 plant to confirm selected design and analysis assmnptions and
predictions. The justification provided in Section 14.2.1 states "Because of the standardized AP600 design. it is
not necessary to repeat these tests during the initial test programs for successive AP6(N) plants. There is no need
to recontinn the design and analysis assumptions for the successive AP600 plants."

Revise Section 14.2 to either provide a specilie listing of the exceptions to corresponding Regulatory Guides
(RGs) with appropriate technical justification for conducting each of these tests only on the first plant or to
commit to performing these tests on all AP600 plants. The following is a list of the tests and the corresponding
RGs of concern:

Preoperational test abstract 14.2.S.1.77, " Reactor Internals and Reactor Coolant System Vibration Test"+

RG 1.20. "Compichensive Vibration Assessment Program For Reactor Internals During Preoperational And
Initial Startup Testing." RP C.3.4. Non-Prototype Category IV(sic).

Preoperational test abstract 14.2.S.I.78 " Steady-State Vibration Monitoring of Salety-Related and liigh-*

linergy Piping" RG 1.6X. Appendix A, Item 1.a.t3).

Preoperational test abstract 14.2.S.I.SO. "Automatie Depressuri/ation System"; RG 1.6S, Appendix A.-

Item 1.a.(2Hd).

Picoperational test abstract 14.2.S.I.82. " Dynamic Response"; RG l.68, Appendix A. Items 1.a.(1) and (3)..

Preoperational test abstract 14.2.S.I.85. " Passive Core Cooling System"; RG 1.79. Preoperational Testing of-

Emeryency Core Cooling Systems For Pressurized Water Reactors" and RG 1.68, Appendix A, item 1.h.

Preoperational test abstract 14.2.S.I.87, " Passive Residual I; eat Removal System"; RG l.139, " Guidance For*

Residual lleat Removal." RP C.5: and RG 1.6S. Appentlix A. Items 1.d.(5), and 1.d.(S).

Preoperational test abstract 14.2.S.1.94. " Remote Shutdow n", RG 1.68.2. " Initial Startup Test Program To*

Demonstrale Remote Shutdown Capability For Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants," RP C.3 and 4.

Preoperational test abstract 14.2.S.I.97. " Passive Containment Cooling System"; RG 1.6S, Appendix A.a

Item 1.h.(3).

Preoperational test abstract 14.2.8.1.ltH). " Main Control Room liahitability System": RG 1.68. Appendix A,.

llem 1.n.(14 Hi~).

Startup test abstract 14 2.S.2.20. " Dynamic Response"; RG 1.6S, Appendix A. Item 5.o.o.-

260.26-1
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Startup te<i ribstract 14.2.S.2.34, " Natural Circulation": RG 1.6S, Appendix A. hein 4.t.+

Startup test abstract 14.2.S.2.3S, " Process Measurement Accuracy Verification"; RG 1.6S Appendix A,*

items 5.h and y.

Startup test abstract 14.2.S.2.41, " Loss of Olisite Power"; RG 1.68, Appendix A, Item 5.j.j.+

Startup test abstract 14.2.S.2.47, " Rod Cluster Control Asseinbly Out of Bank Measurements". RG 1.6S,.

Appenihx A, Items 4.e, 5.1, and 5.i.

Startup test abstract 14.2.S.2.51, "100 Percent Load Rejection"; RG l.6S, Appendix A, item 5.n.n.-

Startup lest abstract 14.2.8.2.52, " Load Follow Demonstration", RG 1.6S, Appendix A, item 5 Ah..

Startup test abstract 14.2.8.2.55, " Plant Trip f rom 100 Percent Power", RG 1.68. Appendix A, item 5.1.1..

Response: The response to each testing abstract follows:

Preoperational test abstract 14.2.8.l.77, " Reactor internals and Reactor Coolant System Vibration.

Test". RG 1.20, " Comprehensive Vibration Assessment Program For Reactor internals During
Preoperational And initial Startup Testing." RP C.3.4, Non-Prototype, Category 11.

This test, invohing vibration measuring instnnnentation installed for monitoring system and
component vibration, is conducted for the first AP600. An inspection program as defined in
Section 3.1.3 of RG 1.20 is also conducted on the first AP600. This provides the basis for
pedorming an inspection program (Section 3.4.3 of RG l.20) for succeeding <\P600 plants.
The ins [vetions for these plants are implemented under llot Functional Testing, subsection
14.2.8.1.67.

This abstract will not be amended to include all plants.
1

1

Preoperational test abstract 14.2.S.1.78. " Steady-State Vibration Monitoring of Safety-Related and-

liigh. Energy Piping"; RG l.68. Appendix A, Item 1.a.(3).

This abstract will be modified to be perionned on each startup per the response to RAl210.53,

Preoperational test abstract 14.2.S.I.SO, "Automatie Depressuritation System"; RG l.6S,.

Appendix A, item 1.a.(2)(d).

This test, perf onned on the first plant system. proves the depressuritation capability of the |

Automatic Depressuri/ation system. Each succeeding standant AP600 autouritic
depressuri/ation system design will meet or exceed the pbra depresstifi/ation criteria as

260.26-2
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demonstrated by satisfying their appropriate ITAAC. Component lunctionality is proven by
pertonning testing identified in abstract 14.2.S.1.79

This abstract will not he amended to include all plants.

Preoperational test abstract 14.2.K.1.82, "Dynamie Response"; RG 1.68. Appendix A, Iteins I.a.(1).

and (3).

This abstract will be modified to ht pertonned on each startup per the response to RAl210.53,

Preoperational test abstract 14.2.8.1.M5, " Passive Core Cooling System"; RG 1.79, Preoperational.

Testing of Emergency Core Cooling Systems For Pressurized Water Reactors" and RG 1.6S,
Appendix A, item 1.h.

This test, perlonned on the first plant system. proves the thennodynamic capabilities of the
Passive Core Cooling (PXS) system i.e., to meet or exceed perfonn.ince criteria.

Each succeeding standard AP600 PXS will meet or exceed the pertonnance criteria as
demonstrated by satisfying their appropriate ITAAC. Component functionality is prosen by
performing testing identified in abstract 14.2.8.1.84.

This abstract will not he amended to include all plants.

Preoperational test abstract 14.2.S.I.87. " Passive Residual licat Removal System"; RG 1.139..

" Guidance For Residual lleat Removal," RP C.5; and RG 1.68, Appendix A, items 1.d.(5), and
1.d.( 8 ).

1

This test. perfonned on the first plant, proves the thennodynamic capabilities of the PRilR
system; i.e., to meet or exceed perfonnance criteria. {

Each succeeding AP600 PRilR subsystem will meet or exceed the perfonnance criteria as
demonstrated by satisfying their appropriate ITAAC. Component f unctionality is proven by
performing testing identified in abstract 14.2.S.I.S6. Passive Residual lleat Removal system.

This abstract will not be amended to include all plants.

260.26-3
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Preoperational test abstract 14.2.8.1.94, " Remote Shutdow n'; RG 1/iS.2, " Initial Startup Test-

Program To Demonstrate Remote Shutdow n Capability For Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants."
RP C.1 and 4.

This test, [vrlonned on the first plant, proves the remott hutdown design capability. The test
proves remote manual control of the required vahes and lunctions to ell'ect cool down from hot
standby and couldown to safe shutdown conditions with safety related systems.

For each succeeding standard AP6(N) remote shutdown work station, control f unctionality is
proven by testing of components (switches) in systems required to be checked per plant
technical specilications and as pennitted by RG 1.68.2 RP C.3 and C4.

This abstract will not be amended to include all plants.

Preolerational test abstract 14.2.M.I.97. " Passive Containment Cooling System"; RG l.68,-

App , .tix A, llem 1.h.(3).

Tins test is perfonned on the first plant and proves the thennodynamic capabilities ol' the
Passive Containment Cooling System (PCS); i.e., to meet or exceed the perionnance criteria.

Each succeeding AP6(H) PCS will meet or exceed the pertonnance criteria as demonstrated by
satisl>ing their appropriate ITAAC Component lunctionality is proven by perlonning testing
identified in abstract 14.2.8.1.06.

This abstract will not be amended to include all plants.

Preoperational test abstract 14.2.S.I.l(W) " Main Control Room liabitability System"; RG 1.68,-

Appendix A, item 1.n.(14)(0.

This test, perfonned on the first plant, proses the main control room habitability design by
extensive testing and control of ensironmental conditions.

liach succeeding st;mdard AP6tH) will meel the habitabihty criteria as demonstrated by
satisf ying their appropnate ITAAC. Component functionality (control room leak rate) is proven
by conducting testing for each succeeding plant per testing identified in abstract 14.2.8.1.99

This abstract will not be amended to include all plants.

>
,

Startup test abstract 14.2.S.2.20, " Dynamic Response": RG 1.68, Appendix A. Item 5.o.o. |
-

This abstract will be malified to be performed on each startup per the response to RAl210.53. |

1

I,

260.26-4
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St;utup test abstract 1-1.2.S.2.34. " Natural Circulation": RG 1.68, Appendix A, item 4.t..

Exception to RG 1.6S is taken for this test as has been done for current PWR plants. The
justification for this exception is that the perfonnance of a natural circulation test is not
necessary to demonstrate lle.v characteristit - of the plant. The physical layout of the plant and
Ley components (steam generators. pumps, piping, and reactor vessel) is identical for each unit.
Typical manufacturing and construction variations in these parameters will have no significant
impact on the natural circulation flow. Since the design and layout is fixed between each
APNH) plant, no changes in the natural circulation characteristics will occur. Other system flow
and perfonnance measurements taken during the hot functional and ower ascension testingl
provide assurances that the overall 110w characteristics of the plant are equivalent to the
reference plant. Therefore, demonstration of the aatural circulation characteristics on the first
APNM) plant is sutficient to validate the design characteristics. The Natural Circulation test is
prototypical.

Startup test abstract 14.2.8.2.38, " Process Measurement Accuracy Verification"; RG 1.6S,.

Appendix A, items 5.b and y.

The purinse of this test is to continn that excore detector uncertainties are enveloped by
assumptions in Safety Analysis. The results of this test will apply to each succeeding standard
APN K).

Startup test abstract 14.2.S.2.41, " Loss of Offsite Power": RG 1.6S, Appendix A, item 5.j.j..

This test is perfonned to prove the electrical systems' design response to loss of olisite power;
i.e., to meet or exceed the perfonnance criteria.

Each succeeding standard AP6m will meet the criteria as demonstrated by satisfying their
appropriate ITAAC.

5tartup test abstract 14.2.S.2.47, " Rad Cluster Control Assembly Out of Bank Measurements",.

RG 1.6S, Appendix A, items 4.e (5.e). 5.f. and 5.i.

The purpose of this test is to prove core and instrumentation design meets the perfonnance
criteria of rod misalignment per the requirements of items 5.e and 5.f. Furthennore, the
sensitivity of the nuclear instrumentation to rod misalignments will be demonstrated per the
requirements of 5.i. The results of this test will apply to each succeeding standard APNH).

Startup test abstract 14.2.S.2.51, "It hi Percent Load Rejection": RG 1.68. Appendix A, item 5.n.n..

The purluse of this test is to prove the plant design dynamic response to itHP4 load rejection
by the test method of items 5.n.n. The results of this test will apply to each succeeding
standard APNK).

W Westinehouseo
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. Startup test abstract 14.2.M.2.52 " Load Follow Deinonstration"; RG 1.68. Appendix A, item 5.h.h.

The purpose of this test is to prove the plant design pertonnance during load 1illow
nuuieuvers. The results ol' this test will apply to each succeeding standard AP6(HL

Startup test abstract 14.2.8.2.55 " Plant Trip trom ItX) Percent Power"; RG 1.68, Appendix A,
~

-

item 5.1.1.

The pur[ose of this test is to prove the plant design perfonnance following plant trip. The
results of this test will apply to each succeeding standard APNX).

SS AR Revision As noted alnve in ref erenced RAI responses

260.26-6
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Question 410.108

Section 9.2.1.4 of the SS AR, " Tests and Inspections," states that the perfonnance, structure, and leaktight integrity
of system components is demonstrated by operation of the system. It appears to the staf f that the " operation of the
system" does not provide any connnitment for operational tests or inspections. However, Section Cl4.2.3 and
Table Cl4-5 of the PRA states that it is assumed that most of components (pumps, heat exchangers, and valves
involved in train operation change) are tested quarterly, and other components are assumed to be tested every 24
months at plant shutdown for ref ueling.

Continn that the tests assumed for the PRA are a design requirement for COL applicants to carry out. If that is the
case, revise Section 9.2.1.4 of the SSAR to delineate the testing and inspection program. In addition, because there
are no technical specifications for the SWS, where will the test requirements in tenns of the test frequency and
acceptance criteria be specified?

Response:

The service water system provides no safety-related Iunction to the AP600. The system does not require any testing
or inspection plan. As stated in Section Cl4.2.3 of the PRA, it is " assumed that most of train components are tested
quarterly because of the periodic change in train operation when the standby train is manually actuated and the other
one is stopped." Operational testing of service water system (SWS) components through switch over of pumps, heat
exchangers. fans and associated components is consistent with the SSAR statement that the perfonnance of system
components is demonstrated by operation of the system. Hov.ever, there is no specific design requirement regarding
f requency of operation or testing of SWS components. The SWS is a defense-in-depth system and is considered to
be available in the probabilistic risk assessment. As discussed ir SS AR Subsection 3.2.2.6. the reliability and
maintenance plans for such systems include provisions to check for operability, including appropriate testing and
inspection, and to repair out-of-service structures, systems, and components. These provisions are documented and
administered in the plant reliability assurance plan and operating and maintenance procedures.

The SWS lunction to supply cooling flow to the component cooling water system heat exchangers during reduced
coolant inventory operations is identified in Reference 410.108-1 as an RTNSS-significant function. Reference
410.10S-1 also provides short-tenn availability reconunendations for the equipment used to support this f unction.

Reference:

410.108-1 WCAP-13856, AP600 Implementation of the Regulatory Treatment of Nonsafety-Related Systems
Process. September 1993.

SSAR Revision: NONE

W WestinEhouse-
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PRA Revision: Revise the first paragraph of Subsection Cl4.2.3. Test and Maintenance

There are no technical specification for this systein. Ilowever, it is assumed that unist of train components are
lesbloperated at least quarterly because of the perimlic change in train operation when the standby train is manually
actuated and the other one is stopped.

|

|
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Question 410.109

In WCAP-13856, the AlYH) RTNSS evaluation identified that the service water system (SWS) provides defense-in-
depth functions during shutdown when in reduced inventory operations. Demonstrate that the following criteria are
met by the system. or justily the deviation, if any.

a. Does the SWS have an electric supply f rom both normal station ac and on-site non-safety-related
ac power supplies that is separated, to the extent practicable?

b. Is the SWS designed and arranged for conditions or an environment anticipated during and af ter
events to ensure f unctional operability, maintenance accessibility, and plant recovery?

Is the SWS protected against internal 11oodmg and other in-plant hazards, such as the citects ofc.

pipe ruptures, jet impingement, fires. and missiles?

d. Can the SWS withstand the ellects of natural phenomena that have a reasonable likelihood?
Important systems and components should be designed to remain functional alter a natural
phenomena, such as a seismic event, that is of reasonable likelihood or may persist longer than 72
hours.

e. Is there a quality assurance program applied to the SWS that follows guidelines comparable to
those of Generie Letter 85-06 for ATWS, and Appendices A and B of Regulatory Guide 1.155,
" Station Blackout," for station blackout non-salety-related equipment?

f. Is the SWS included in the reliability assurance and maintenance programs for proper maintenance,
surveillance, and inservice inspection and testing to ensure the system's reliability is consistent with
the detennined goals for this system?

g. Does the SWS have availability control mechanisms, including allowable outage time and
surveillance requirements?

h. Does the SWS have proper administrative controls for shutdown configurations? |
|
|

i. Does the SWS have suf ficient iedundancy to ensure defense-in-depth lunctions, assuming a single i
|

active failure of equipment or unavailability due to maintenance.

Response:
i

|

The service water system (SWS) perf orms no safety-related lunctions and need not meet the listed criteria which are |

applicable to safety-related systems. However, the following provides service water design inf ormation in response |
to the listed requests.

. 410.109-1
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Each of the two service water system (SWS) pumps and associated active compiments are supplied f roma.

independent, permanent, nonsaf ety-related electrical huses. Each hus is capable of being supplied from one j

of two onsite standby diesel generators. The onsite standby diesel generatois and pennanent onsite 4160
voll huses are physically separated. No separation is required or provided for the 480 volt load centers or
the supply cables for the system electrical loads.

h. The design of the SWS th>es not ensure f unctional operability, maintenance access or support plant recovery
Ifollowing design basis events. Maintenance accessibility is provided consistent with the pump nonsafety-

related lunctions and plant availability goals. |
|

c. Protection hom internal ha/ards is neither required or provided for the SWS.

|

d. The SWS is not protected f rom natural phenomenon and is not required to remain f unctional aber a natural I

phenomenon. There is no requirement f or SWS functionality aber 72 hours following an event.

As a def ense-in-depth system, the SWS is chtssified as an AP600 Class D system. As discussed in SSARc.
Subsection 3.2.2.6, this classification invokes industrial quality assurance and industry design standards.

1. The extent of SWS inclusion in reliability assurance and maintenance programs is discussed in SSAR
Subsection 3.2.2.6 for Class D structures, systems and components. The Reliability Assurance Program is
f urther described in SS AR Section 16.2 and includes a discussion of the applicability to the nonsalety-
related def ense-in-depth systems, which includes the SWS.

g. The SWS does not have technical specification availability control mechanisms li.e.,luniting conditions f or
operation) nor allowable outage times or surveillance requirements. This system is not safety-related and
not required for plant shutdown, and therefore not reymred to have technical specifications. The SWS
lunction of supplying cooling flow to the component cooling water system heat exchange s during reduced
reactor coolant system inventory. midloop operations is identified as an RTNSS-significant function in
Relerence 410.10 % 1. This reference also provides short-term availability reconunendations for the
equipment used to support this f unction.

h. Ref erence 410.109-1 provides recommended availability controls f or those portions of the SWS that perlonn
RTNSS-significant lunctions during seduced reactor coolant inventory operations.

1

i. Appropriate redundancy is provided such that the SWS can support nonnal operation and defense-in-depth
f unctions assuming a single actise (omponent f ailure.

Reference:

410.10 % 1 WCAP-13M6. AP600 Implementation of the Regulatory Treatment of Nonsafety-Related Systems
Process. September 1993.

| SSAR Revision: NONE

410.109-2
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Question 410.115

Describe how APNW) SWS is designed to minimi/c the potential los water h;unmer.

Response:

Prior to system startup. the service water system (SWS) is tilled woh water and vented as describeil in SS AR
Subsettion 9.2.1J.1. Dming nonnal operation, the SWS pumps water hom the basin at the SWS cooling tower,
through piping ami equipment, to a high pomt located at the SWS coohng tower riser; the cooling water is then
<hscharged to atmosphere in a spray lashion alove the conhny tower basin. The system anangement is such that
these are no high joints in the system piping that can lead to lonnation ol' vapor pressure soids upon loss of system
pumping.

When the pumps are stopped, check valves located at the discharge of each pump minimi/e reveise llow ol system
~

iluid through the pumps amt into the basin; aho, cooling tower blowdown is isolated when the pumps are stopped.
Therclore, drain down of system fluid is minimited when the system is shut down. Drainage that miyht occur, suth
as through the small SWS motor cooling lines, is replaced by air. No vapon cavoies will lonn. Therefore, the
potential f or water hanuner due to water column rejoming upon pump re-start is minimized.

Motor operated valves at the discharye of each SWS pump are interlocked to close prior to pump start. These valves
then open at a controlled rate Inilowing pump start to slowly admit water to the system. This feature results in
reduced fluid velocities during system start and minuni/es transient ellects that may occur as the system sweeps out
any air and obtains a water solid condition. Temperatures in the system are moderate and the pressure of the SWS
linid is kept above its saturation pressure at all kications. Theref ore, the potential for water h:unmer due to
thennodynamic voiding and subsequent vapor collapse is mininii/ed. There are no Iast acting pow cr-operated vahes
in the system, and the only t heck valves in the normal process llow path ;ue in a standard conliguration at th-
thscharge of each SWS pump. Therefore, the design of the system minimi/cs water hanuner potential due to rapid
valve at.tuation.

SSAR Revision: NONF.

1
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Question 410.139

Provide in the design bases of the turbine-generator section the inf ormation identified in RG 1.70 regarding the
iunctional limitations imposed by the design or operational characteristics of the reactor coolant system (the rate at
w hich the electrical load may be increased or decreased with and without reactor control rod motion or steam
hypass).

Response:

SS AR Subsection 10.2.2.7 provides the constraints imposed on the AP600 turbine generator control system by
referring to the loading and load following characteristies of the NSSS described in Section 7.7. Section 7.7 states
that the f unction of the plant control system is to establish and inaintain the plant operating conditions within
presciihed limits. SSAR Subsection 7.2.1 provides the considerations that deline the safe operating region of the
plant. The AP6(H) reactor and generator controls are designed to keep plant parameters within the sale operating
region.

SS AR Subsection 7.7.1 provides the specific rainp rates allowed by the power control system to enable the phuit to
respond to load change transients without steam bypass. This ramp rate is dependent on control rod motion. Control
rod motion is limited by stops to prevent abnonnal power conditions resulting from excessive control rod withdrawal.
An automatic luibine load runback is initiated by overpow er thennal condition:: (Subsect.b c. 7.7.1.5). Subsection 7.7.2
lists ref erence transients that the system can accommodate in the automatie mode.

SSAR Revision: NONE
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Question 410.143

WCAP-13054 indicates that the turbine-generator design for the AP600 design meets Criteria i through 7 of
Section 10.2 of the SRP. with a few identilied exceptions. Describe in Section 10.2 how each of the seven criteria
is inet.

Response:

Helow is a discussion of how the AP600 tmbine-generator design ineets the seven Acceptance Criteria as listed in
the Standard Review Plan. Section 10.2 - Turbine Generator (Rev. 2,7/HI):

Criterion 1:

A twbtne control and overspeed prolet lion srstctn should be proVided la control twbine actitm wider all
notmal and dbnor rnal oper ating conditions. and to assurc thal JJidt load turbint trip will not cause lhe lla blne
lo vVerspeed beyond acceptable linuts. Under these conditions. the conuol and prorection systent should pernlil
an ordcoly reactor shutJoWn either bv use v] the turbine bypass sysicnl and inain sicant schef or othcr
enginecred salcir splems. The m erspeed proteclwn nstem should mcci the singlefailure citierion and should
be testable a hcn the turbinc is in operation

Compliance with Criterion 1:

The automatic turbine control system and the turbine overspeed protection system is described in SSAR
Subsections 10.2.2.3,10.2.2.4 and 10.2.2.5. Two separate systems have been provided to protect the turbine
against overspeed - the normal overspeed protection system twhich is integral to the speed control unit) and
the emergency trip system. SSAR Table 10.2-2 provides a secluence of events following a full load rejection.
As discussed in SSAR Subsection 10.4.4.1.2. the turbine bypass system, in conjunction with reactor coolant
system, supports a turbine trip without a reactor trip and without challenging the main steam power-operated
rehet vahes, main steam saf ety valves or pressurifer safety valves. Redundancy in the overspeed protection
system and the ability of the overspeed protection system to be tested when the turbine is in operation are
described in SS AR Subsections 10.2.2.th and 10.2.2.5.

Criterion 2:

IHibint' nlain AICJftl Stop and contf ul VdlVcs and Ichedl bred!!l stop and intcITCpt ValVcs 5hohld ht' plotidegl to
j't?lciI th( (Hibinc]ront c.ts ccdinq $ct Spceds unti lo piolcci thc Icticrol syStrttiJinni abnoittidl surgcs. lhe
Icl'ed! Situp dn I intCYccpl ValtYs Shn *Hld br t'apdhir 0] cloSHic concHit ent With tht' indin Alcant stop ValVt'5, at
of hel|Henlidt ilobwe Mithill Un dfplopridtC !!mt littlil, lo aA8Hrc thal IHrbinc ovel3pecd is crontrolled within
deciftdblC liinils [hc ValVC d!!dnycincnt Unil Vd6'c closHrf littles \hould bc SUt h thdl d fllilHIC !!! dnv single

~

\ tllVc to clgne Will not ! chilli ill CtccA AIVe (Ht hinc ovrt Spccd in the crenf g{f' a [(t'S liip Slyndl
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Compliance with Ciiterion 2:

The main steam stop and control valves and reheat steam stop and intercept valves are described in SSAR
Subsection 10.2.2.4.4 These valves protect the turbine hom exceeding set speeds as thscuwed in SSAR
Subset tion 10.2.2.M The closure times for the main steam stop and control valves and reheat ste;un stop and
intercept salves are listed in SS AR Subset tion 10.2.2.4.6. The settuence of valve operation is described in
SS AR Table 10.2-2. Redundancies in the overspeed protection systems, as desenhed in SSAR Subsection
10.2.2.4.6 ensure that the failure of a single valve will not disable the trip systems.

I 'rit e rit if) 4:

lhe r \ traction Stralrl t |Irt i VillVr5 pr ovnfrt] til e ttiat'lls n t'onnertIgnlS 3 hall ist Offhil'It* t>] t ItI\illg H lthin atta

apptenpliate ti!Ilr litnit to filaitetallt stahir tut bint Spcrt|A ill the t'Yrtit of tl 'llr3 trip Sl_t'nal.

(SHnpliallCe With ('riterion .4:

As listed in SS AR Subsection 10.2.2.4.6 the extraction nonreturn valves close to prevent imhine overspeed.

('Illeri Hn 4:

life lit'S should he providerl nitll the nipability to prinlit periodle testing <>f contponents irnportant to safety
n hilr tht' nnit is t>priating at taled load.

Compliance with Criierion 4:

The emetrency trip system can he tesled when the nubine is in operatnin as described m SS AR
Subsection 10.2.2.5.

i siterion 6:

An in>Cnn t Insprt tion prograinfor inain stram and reholt valves shonld be provided and it shonid incinde

Compliance with Criterion 5:

Main ste:un and reheal valves have no salety-related lunction. The inse vice inspection prorram for the main
steam and reheat valves is desciihed in SS AR Subsection 10.2.16 and is based on reconunendations of the
imhine vendor.

410.143-2
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Q

Cntenon ti:

l!nhmited access to alllevels of the turhine ar ca under all operatine conditions should be provided. Radiation
shiciding should he provided as nec c.uary to perntit acre.u.

Conipliance with Criterion 6:

As stated in SSAR Subsection III.2 A, unlimited access to the turbine generator and associated components is
provided anil radiation shiehling is not required.

('riterion 7:

Connection joints betacen the hnv pressure turbine ethaust and the inant condenser should be ananged to
prevent adver>c ellh is on any salk ty-iclared equipntent in the turbine toont in the event of a rupture fit is
prcjerable not to hn ate safety-telated cepeipnient in the surhinc toont).

Compliance with Unterion 7:

As stated is SS AR Subsection 1.2.8, there is no safety-related equipment in the AP6(H) tmbine buihling.

,

1

SSAR Revision: NONii

i

1
1

1

i

|

|
|

|
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Question 410.171

In accordance with WCAP-13856, the onsite standby power systern is classified as a " Defense-in-Depth (DID)"
system. Therefore, the diesel generator support systems should also be classified as DID systems. Section 9.5.4 of
the SS AR only discusses the diesel generator fuel oil storage and transler system and Section 8.3.1.1.2.1 only lists
the titles of all of the diesel generator support systems. Provide more detailed intonnation in the SSAR on the
following other diesel generator support systems:

a. diesel engine cooling subsystem,
b. diesel engine starting subsystem,
c. diesel engine lubrication subsystem, and
d. diesel engine combustion air intake and exhaust subsystem.

Provide the following infonnation with appropriate justification to demonstrate that the criteria identified in the
questions are met by these subsystems, or justify the deviation, it any.

a. Does the system have an electric supply from both nonnal station ac and on-site non-safety-related ac power
supplies that is separated, to the extent practicable?

h Is the system designed and arranged for conditions or an environment anticipated during and alter events to
ensure tunelional operability, maintenance accessibility, and plant recovery?

Is the system protected against intemal flooding and other in plant hazards, such as the ef fects of pipe ruptures,c.

jel impingement, fires. and missiles?

d. Can the system withstand the effects of natural phenomena that have a reasonable likelihood! Important systems
and components should he designed to remain functional alter a natural phenomena, such as a seismic event,
that is of reasonable likelihood or may persist longer than 72 hours.

c. Is there a quality assurance program applied to the system that follows guidelines comparable to those of Generie
Letter 854 for ATWS, and Appendices A and B of Regulatory Guide 1.155, " Station Blackout," for station
blackout non-safety-related equipment?

l. Is the system included in the reliability assurance and maintenance programs for proper maintenance,
surveillance, and inservice inspection and testing to ensme the system's reliability is consistent with the
deteunined goals foi ibis smem?

p. Does the system have availability control methanisms, including allowable outage time and surveillance
requirements? ;

1

h. Does the system have proper administratise controls for shutdown configurations? |

1

1

410.171-1 '
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! f

i. Does the system luive sullicient redundancy to ensure def ense in-depth functions. assuming a single active f ailure
of equipment or unavailability due to maintenance.

Provide detailed ranonale regarding confonnance with the above criteria for the stati to use to evaluate the defense-
in-depth capabilities of the diesel generator support systems. Revise the SSAR accordingly to refleet the above
rationale to categorize these systems as "DID" systems.

Response:

The SSAR will be revised to include more detailed information on the following diesel generator support systems:

a. diesel engine cooling subsystem
b. diesel engine starting subsystem
c. diesel engine lubrication subsystem, and
d. diesel engine combustion air intake and exhaust subsystem

in addition. information will be provided on the diesci engine f uel oil system to clarily the interf ace between the fuel
oil storage and transler (DOS) system and the diesel engine f uel oil system.

The onsite standby power system, including its support subsystems, perform no safety-related functions and need
not meet the listed criteria which are applicable to safety-related systems. However. the following provides service
water design information in response to the listed requests.

a. The onsite standhy power system (ZOS) consists of two independent diesel generator (DKi) units, each t urnished
with its own support subsystems. Power supplies to each diesel generator subsystem components are separated
to maintain reliability and operabihty of the onsite standby power system.

b. The design of the ZOS does not ensure f unctional operability, maintenance access or support plant recovery
following design ba. sis events. Maintenance accessibility is provided consistent with the system nonsafety-related
functions and plant availability goals,

c. Protection f rom internal hatards is neither required f or the ZOS system, however, the diesel generators and their
associated auxiliary systems are located in dif ferent lire zones such that a fire within one diesel generator does
not allect the other.

d. The ZOS is not pmtected from natural phenomenon and is not required to remain functional atter a natural
phenomenon. There is no requirement for ZOS functionality af ter 72 hours following an event.

e. As a defense-in-depth system. the ZOS is classified as an APNU Class D system. As discussed in SSAR.
Subsection 3.2.2.6. this classilleation invokes industrial quality assurance and industry design standards.

1. The extent of ZOS inclusion in reliability assurance and maintenance programs is discussed in SS AR Subsection
3.2.2.6 f or Class D structures systems and components. The Reliability Assurance Program is f urther described

410.171-2
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in SS AR Section 16.2 and includes a discussion of the applicability to the nonsafety related defense-in-depth
systenis which includes the ZOS.

p. The ZOS, including supporting subsystems, does not have Technical Specification availability control
mechanisms (i.e., limiting conditions for operanon) nor allowable outage times or surveillance re(piirements.
This system is not salety-related and not required f or plant shutdown, and therefore not required to have
tet knical specifications. The ZOS lunction to provide a backup source of electrical nwer to onsite equipmenti
needed to support decay heat removal operation during reduced reactor coolant system inventory, midloop
operations. is identified as an RTNSS-significant lunction in Ref erence 410.171-1. This ref erence also provides
short-tenn availability reconnnendations for the equipment used to support this f unction.

h. Reference 410.171-1 provides reconunended availability controls for those podions of the ZOS that perlonn
RTNSS-significant lunctions during reduced reactor coolant inventory operations.

i. There are two identical standby diesel generator units each complete with its supporting subsystems available
for the s:une standby sersice, thereby prosiding system redundancy. The support subsystems for each diesel do
not require redundancy to perf onn iheir defense-in-depth lunction.

Refnrence:

410.171-1 WCAP-13856, APNH1 huplementation of the Regulatory Treahnent of Nonsaf ety-Related Systems
Process. September 1993.

SSAR Revision: Subsection S.3.1.1.2.1 of the SS AR will be revised as follows ,

|

Two onsite standby diesel generator units provide power to the selected plant non-saf ety-related ac loads, These on-
site standby diesel generator units and their associated support systems are classified as AP600 Class D, defense-in- |
depth systems.

Eat h of the generators is directiy coupled to the diesel engine. The engine horsepower ratiny is slightly greater than |

the generator rating, such that the unit is load limited by the generator and not by the enyine. Each diesel generator I
unit is an independent sell-contained system compleie with necessary support subsystems that include: |

|

Diesel Engine Starting Subsystem-

Combustion Air intake and Enyine Exhaust Subsystem.

Engine Cooling Subsystem-

Engine Lubricating Oil Subsystem.

Engine Speed Control Subsystem.

Static exciter, generator protection, monitonng instruments and conuols subsystems..

The diesel-generator starting air subsystem consists of a multistage ac motor driven air cooled compressor, an air
cooled altercooler, refrigerant dryer, and an air receiver w ith suf ficient storage capacity for three diesel engine starts.
The interconnecting stainless steel piping f rom the compressor to the diesel engine dual air starter system includes

W WestinEhouse
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M
all necessary air f.Iters. moisture drainers, and pressure regulators to provide clean dry compressed air for engine
stanine.

|

| The diesel-generatm combustion air intake and engine exhaust subsystem provides combustion air directly to the
diesel engine and discharges exhaust gases from the engine to the outside of the diesel generator buikling. The
combustion air circuit includes weather protected dry type inlet air filters piped directly to the inlet connections of

j the diesel engine mounted turbochargers. The engine exhaust gas circuit consists of the engine exhaust pas discharge

| pipes from the turbocharger outlets to a single vertically mounted outdoor silencer which distharges to the
atmosphere.

The diesel generator engine cooling system is an independent closed hiop cooling system. rejecting engine heat thru
Iwo separate roof mounted fan cooled radiators. The system consists of two separate cooling hiops each maintained
at a temperature required for optimum engine perfonnance. One circuit cools the engine cylinder bhick, jacket and
head area, while the other circuit cools the oil cooler and turbocharger af tercooler.

The diesel. generator engine lubrication system is contained on the engine skid and includes an engine oil sump, a
main engine driven oil pump and a continuous engine prelube system consisting of an ac and de motor driven prelube
pump and electric heater. The prelube system maintains the engine lubrication system in service when the diesel
engine is in standby mode. The tube oil is circulated through the engine and various filters and coolers to maintain
the lube oil properties suitable for engine lubrication.

The diesel generator engine fuel oil system consists of an engine mounted, engine driven fuel oil pump which takes
f uel from the fuel oil day tank, and pumps through inline oil filters to the engine fuel injectors and a separate

,

| recirculation circuit with a fuel oil cooler. The recirculation circuit discharges back to the fuel oil day tank which
I is maintained at the proper fuel level by the diesel fuel oil storage and transfer system."

The piping and instrumentation diagr;uns for the onsite standby diesel generator units and the associated subsystems
are show n on Figure S.3.1-5.

The onsite standby power supply system is shown schematically on one line diagram. Figure 8.3.1-1.

410.171-4
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Question 410.188

Settion 10A.9.1.2 of the SS AR states,in part that the startup teedwater systern (SFS) is a non-safety systein serving
as a lust-line of defense for loss of feedwater events, but the passive core cooling systeni is a safety system w hich
provides safety grade protection for such events. Provide the following infonnation with appropriate justification
to demonstrate that the criteria identified in the queshons are met by this system, or justif y the deviation, if any.

Does the system have an electric supply from both nonnal station ac and on-site non-safety-related ac powera.

supplies that is separated. to the extent practicable!

h. Is the system designed and arranged for conditions or an environment anticipated during and alter events to |
ensure functional operability, maintenance accessibihty. and plant recovery?

c. Is the system protected against internal flooding and other in-plant ha/ards, such as the ef fects of pipe ruptures,
jet impingement, fires, and missiles?

d. Can the system withstand the ef fects of natural phenomena that have a reasonable likelihood? hnportant systems
and components should be Jesigned to temain f unctional after a natural phenomena, such as a seismic event,
ihat is of reasonable likelihood or may persist longer than 72 hours.

e. Is there a quality assur:mce progr:un applied to the system that follows guidelines comparable to those of Generie
Letter 854 for ATWS, and Appendices A and B of Regulatory Guide 1.155, " Station Blackout," lor station
blackout non-safety-relate ! equipment?

f. Is the system included in the reliability assurance and maintenance programs for proper maintenance,
surveillance. and inservice inspection and testing to ensure the system's reliability is consistent with the
detennined goals for this system? I

p. Does the system have availability control mechamsms, including allowable outage time and surveillance
requirements'

|

h. Does the system hase proper administrative controls for shutdown configurations?

i. Does the system have sullicient redundancy to ensure def ense-in-depth lunctions, assuming a single active failure ;

of equipment or unavadability due to maimenance, |

Response.

The startup feedwater system perfonns no salety-related f unctions and need not meet the criteria listed which are
applicable to saf ety-related systems. Ilowever, the following provides startup feedwater design infonnation in
response to the listed requests.

|

!

|
|
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!

Each of the two startup feedwater pumps and associated active electrical components are supplied f roma.

independent, permanent. nonsafety-related electrical huses. Each hus is capable of being supplied f rom
one of two onsite standby diesel pencrators. The onsite standby diesel generators and permanent onsite
4INI voit huses are physically separated. No separation is required or provided f or the 4x1) volt load
centers or the supply cables for the system electrical loads.

h. The design of the startup feedwater system does not ensure functional operability,inaintenance access.
or support phnt recovery following design basis events. Maintenance accessibility is provided
consistent with the pump nonsafety-related functions and plant availability goals.

c. Protection from internal ha/ards is neither required or provided for the startup leedwater system.

d. The startup leedwater system is not protected from natural phenomenon and is not required to remain
innctional after a natural phenomenon. There is no requirement for startup feedwater system
f unctionality after 72 hours followmg an event.

As a defense-in-depth system, the startup feedwater system is classified as an APNK) Class D system.c.

As discussed in SS AR Subsection 3.2.2.6. this classification invokes industrial quality assurance and
industry design standards.

f. The extent of startup feedwater system inclusion in reliability assurance and maintenance progr:uns is
discussed in SSAR Subsection 3.2.2.6 tor Class D structures. systems and components. The Reliability
Assurance Program is further described m SS AR Section 16.2 and includes a discussion of the
applicability to the nonsafety-related defense-in-depth systems which includes the startup leedwater
system.

p. The startup feedwater system does not have technical specification availability control mechanisms (i.e.. j

limiting conditions f or operation) nor allowable outage times or surveillance requirements. This system |
is not safety-related and not required for plant shutdown, and therefore not required to have technical j

specifications.

h. No administrative controls for plant shutdown configurations are required.
|

|i. Appropriate redundancy is provided such that the startup feedwater system can support normal i

operation assuming a single active component failure.

SSAR Revision: NONE |
|
|

1
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Question 410.255

Section 10.4.1.2.1 of the SSAR states " refer to Table 10.3.5-1 for pennissible cooling water inleakage and tiine of
operation for maintaining the required condensate /leedwater quality." Describe how the infonnation in this table
provides the above inf onnation. Where is the pennissible cooling water leakage? Where is the infonnation of length
of time that the condenser may operate with degraded conditions without af fecting the condensate /feedwater quality

|
for safe operation? What are the definition of the action levels d. 2, and 3) listed in Table 10.3.5-l? Also, provide

,

I infonnation in the SSAR regarding the procedure to repair condensate leaks in accordance with Section 10.4.1 of 1

( RG 1.70. .

Response:

;
'

The condensate polishing system design basis for plant operation with either a "chronie" cooling water inleakage of I

0.001 ppm or a "laulted" cooling water inleakage of 0.1 ppm is provided in section 10.4.6.2. Condensate polishing
minimi/cs the ellect of cooling water inleakage on condensate /feedwater quality until either repairs are completed
or an orderly plant shutdown is achieved (Reference section 10.4.6.3, paragraph 3). Table 10.3.5-1 will be revised
to include a reference to the cooling water inleakage How rates of section 10.4.6.2.

The length of time that the plant may operate, with a " chronic" or " faulted" inleakage condition, is detennined by
the value of the control parameters in Table 10.3.5-1. The table provides the reconunended corrective measure
( Action 1.evels) according to the value of the control parameter during the inleakage condition. The specific
corrective measures associated with each of the three action levels is de6ned in section 10.3.5.5 and includes the
length of time plant operation may continue during an inleakage condition before an orderly plant shutdown is to
be initiated. Table 10.3.5-1 will be revised to include a reference to the definitions of the action levels.

SSAR Revision:

Revise next to the last paragraph of the SSAR Subsection 10.4.1.2.1 and Table 10.3.5-1 as follows.

Leakage at the connections of the tubes to the tube sheets, should it occur, can be &tected at either end of each
tube bundle by the collection troughs and conductivity cells. These conductivity meascements are indicated and
alanned. This infonnation pennits detennination of which tube bundle has sustained the leakage. Steps may be
taken to repair or plug the leaking tWs. This is perfonned by isolating the circulating water system from the
af fected water box while at n~1 aced plant power. This will temporarily avduce condenser capacity by approximately
50 L The water box is Gen drained and the allected tubes are either repaired or plugged. Leakage occurring in tube
hications other tha", at the tube ends is detected and alanned by monitoring the condensate leaving the hotwell.
Detection isolation, and repair are perfonned as above. Refer to Table 10.3.5-1 for pennissible cooling water
inteakage and time of operation for maintaining the required condensate /feedwater quality.

. 410.255-1
W WestinEhouse-
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Table 10.3.5-1 (Sheet 1 of 3) |

|

Guidelines for Condensate During Power Operation (d) |
|

Norinal Action I.e4els "'
l'ararneters Value

1 2 3

Control

Cation conductivity due to 5 0.15 - 0.15 > 0.3 > 0.5
strong acid anions at 25' C,
pS/ctn

Total cation conductivity at 50.3 0.3 > 0.5 > 1.0
25'C, pS/cin

Dissolved oxygen, pph(a) s jo > in 3 39
i

Diagnostic
|

Total organic carbon, pph s 100

Sodium. pph : 1

pli at 25cc > 9.0

Specific conductivity at 2-6
25'C, pS/cin

Morpholine, pph (b)

(a) Air leakage shonhl he reduced until total air ejected flow rate is less than 6 SCFM.
(b) pil rnorpholine, and specific conductivity should correlate.
(c) Action Levels are defined in Section 10.3.5.5.
(d) includes operation during cooling water inleakape; allowahie inleakage rates provided in Section 10.4.6.2.

.

|
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Table 11U.5-1 (Sheet 2 of 3)

Guidelines for Feedwater During Power Operation (')

Normal Action I.esels '*
Parameters Value

1 2 3

('ontrol

pil at 25T(3) - 9.5 < 9. 3(h)

fllydra/ine, pph C) a IIH) 50<

Total iron, pph 5 20 > 20

liiagnostic

I)issolved oxygen, pph 52 '5

Cation conductivity due to C 0.2
strong acid anions at 25T.
pS/cm

Specific conductisity at 4.0 - 12.0
25T. pS/cin

Morpholine, ppb (a)

(a) pil, morpholine and specific conductivity ..honld correlate. |

th) When operating with condensate polishers, the pil of an all-ferrous system can be controlled to a
lower value of 9.2, with action required when pil < 9.2.

i

(c) Values apply if hydra /ine is used for oxygen seasenging.
'

(d) Action levels are delined in Section 10.3.5.5. |
(e) includes operation during cooling water inleakage; allowable inleakage rates provided in Section 10.4.0.2.

|

410.255-3
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Table 10.3.5-1 (Sheet 3 of 3)

Guldelines for Steam Generator Blowdown During Power Operation (*)

Normal Action I,esels *
Parameters Value i

1 2 3 I

Control
i

pil at 25 C(") 9,0 - 9.5(b) < 9,o(b)
'

Total cation conductivity c 0.8(C) > 0.g(c) >2 >7
|

Sodium, ppb s 20 > 20 > 1(N) > 5(X)

Chloride, ppb s 20 > 20 > 1(X)

Sulfate, ppb s 20 > 20
|

Silica, ppb s 300 > 300

Diagnostic

Cation conductivity due to G 0.5
strong acid anions at 25"C, j

pS/cm

Suspended solids, ppb < ItX)0

Specific conductivity at < 3.0
25 C, pS/cm

Morpholine, ppb (a)

(a) p}l, morpholine and specific cenductivity should correlate, I
(b) When operating with condensate polishers. the pil of an all-femius system can be controlled to a

value of > 8.8.
(e) Based on concentrations of total anionic species present, any inconsistencies between theoretical

and measured values should be investigated.
(d) . Action levels are defined in Section 10.3.5.5.
(e) Includes operation during cooling water inleakage; allowable inleakage rates provided in Section 10A.6.2.

410.255-4
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Question 410.257

WCAP !3054 inificates that the APNN) design anects the guidance in Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.26 as related to
Section 10.4.2 ol' the SRP. Demonstrate how the AP6(N) design ineets RG 1.26 regarding the quality group
classdication for the main condenser evacuation systein.

Response:

SS AR Section 3.2 provides the niethodology used for clawilication of APNN) structures, components and systems.
Subsection 3.2.2.6 provides a discussion of equipment Class D. and Subsection 3.2.2.7 prosides a discussion of
equipment Class E. As stated in Subsection 3.2.2.6. some structures, systems and components that have the potential
to be cont;uninated with radioactive lluids but do not normally contain radioactise fluids are classified as Class E.
The criteria for classil>ing such systems as Class E versus Class D are listed in Subsection 3.2.2.7. These design
criteria apply to the AP600 main condenser evacuation system (Section 10.4.2). This system is classified as Class E.

SSAR Revision: NONE

W WestinEhouse_
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Question 410.258

WCAP-13054 Undicates that the APNK) design inects the guidance in RG 1.26 as related to Section 10.4.3 of the
SRP. Ilowever, the designed Quality Group E as stated in Section 10.4.3.2.1 of the SSAR does not ineet RG l.26
which recoinmends Quality Group D for the system. Address this issue, and correct the SSAR, as appropriate.

Response:

SS AR Section 3.2 provides the methodology used for classification of APNH) structures, components and systems.
Subsettion 3.2.2.6 provides a discussion of equipment Class D. and Subsection 3.2.2.7 provides a discussion of
equipment Class E. As stated in Subsection 3.2.2.6 some structures, systems and components that luve the potential
to be contaminated with radioactive lluids but do not normally contain radioactive fluids are classified as Class E.
The criteria for classilying such systems as Claw E versus Class D are listed in Subsection 3.2.2.7. These design
criteria apply to the AP600 turbine steam sealing system (Section 10.4.3). This system is classified as Class E.

SSAR Revision: NONE

410.258-1
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Question 410.259

Section 10.4.3 of the SSAR does not provide a sysicm flow diagram, a piping and instrument diagram, anti a table ]
for the design parameters of the sysicm components. I'rovide the above intonnation for the turbine sleam sealing
system.

Response:

The turbine steam seal serves no saf ety-related or defense-in-depth tunttions. Further desiyn information is not ,

required for design certit~ication, but is available for resiew at the Westinghouse of fices. 1

SSAR Revision. NONI!
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Question 410.260

Settion 10.4.5 of the SSAR states that the anxiliary steam system is provided with the necessary controls and
indicators for local or reinole monitoring of the operation of the systeni. What are the "necessary controls and
indicators"?

Response:

The R AI references SS AR Section 10.4.5. The correct relcience is Subsection 10.4.10.5.

The remote and local controls and indicators necessary hir monitoring operation ol' the ainiliary steam system are
schematically illustrated on the Piping and Instrumentation Diagram for the auxiliary ste:un systeni (SS AR I;igure
10.4.10-1).

SSAR Revision: NON!!
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Ouestion 435.76

The AP600 RTNSS report (WCAP-13856) indicates that the initiating event frequencies used are the same as in the
baseline PRA. Section 3.2 of the AP600 baseline PR A states that the loss of olisite [nwer f requency used is for
passive plants with full load rejection capability. Although the f ull load rejection capability has been used in the
establishment of the loss of of fsite power initiating event frequency, the AP600 RTNSS report does not identify it
as a candidate for regulatory oversight. This is not consistent with SECY-94-OS4, " Policy and Technical Issues
Awociated with the Regulatory Treatment of Non-Safety Systems in Passive Plant Designs," dated March 28,1994.
The stall believes that the availability of the full load rejection capability should be controlled by technical
specifications that wouhl then also require some type of surveillances to demonstrate its operability. In lieu of that.
the second oilsite power source that is now designated as a maintenance source couhl be redesignated as an alternate
olisite power source for all plant modes (including power operation) with appropriate technical specifications to
control its availability (in addition to the technical specifications necessary to control the availability of the normal
of fsite power source). Address this concern.

Response:

The AP600 does not require ac power sources for plant safety. Neither full load rejection capability nor an
independent of fsite power source are needed for plant safety. No technical specifications are required.

Revision 2 of the PRA will eliminate credit for full load rejection capability in establishing the loss of offsite power
initiating event trequency. The ef fect of this modification on core melt frequency is small. The 1.oss of Of fsite
Power initiating Event (IEV-TE) frequency will increase f rom 0.US2 to 0.12 per year. The importance of IEV-TE
is 0.87 percent in the baseline PRA. Therefore, the core snelt f requency will increase less than half a percent as a
result of this change.

SSAR Revision: NONE

PRA Revision: Revision 2 of the PRA wdl eliminate credit for full load rejection capability. Revision 2 will be
completed by December 31,1994.
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Question 440.57

Provide a description of the Westinyhouse emergency procedures guidelines (EPG) for the AP600 lor the
development of emergency operating procedures (EOP) for conditions including shutdow n and mid-loop operations.
Specifically, address the adequacy of the EPGs (existing or to be proposed) for shutdown conditions when many
systems wdl he out for maintenance and the plant is in a configuration dif ferent trom the nonnal plant operation.

Response

Subsection 18.n.8 provides the high-level operator action strategies for emergency operations and describes the
process that will be used to develop AP6(N)+pecific Emergency Response Guidelines. As stated in Subsection
IX.9.S.I.1, the development of the AP6(X)-specific Emergene) Response Guidelines is ha. sed on the Westinghouse
low pressure Emergency Response Guidelines. Reference 440.57-1 provides a comparison of the low-pressure ERG
reference plant system designs to the AP600 system designs.

A set of matrices and hgures depicting event mihpation strategies and levels of defense-in-depth for a number of
events starting f rom f ull power and from various shutdown conditions are provided in Reference 440.57-2.

R AI 440.063 discuwes the AP600 response to events that occur at shutdow n. The AP600 has passive safety-related
leatures that protect the plant during all modes of operation including shutdown and relueling. Shut !own events and
midhiop operations were evaluated in the AP600 PRA and the results indicate a low contribution to core d;unage
f rom shutdown esents. Shutdown events were included in the RTNSS implementation as described in Reference
440.57-3.

| The AlWW) Technical Specifications in SS AR Section 16.1 and as discussed in RAI 440.58, require availability of
passive safety-related features during shutdown conditions. For events that occur at hot shutdown or hot standby.
the full compliment of passive safety-related systems is available to mitigate an event. For events that occur at cold
shuhlown conditions with the RCS pressure boundary intact, the passive salety-related features are available except
for the accumulators and the containment. When the RCS pressure boundary is open, the passive RilR heat
exchangers, accumulators, and core makeup tanks are not ellecove. Prior to and during reduced inventory operations,
ADS stage 1/2/3 valves must to be opened. The IRWST gravity injection lines, containment recirculation lines and
containment closure capability must he available. For events that occur during refuehng conditions, the refueling
cavity inventory provides for at least 72 hours of heat removal and the design includes a salcty-related connection
for makeup to the refueling cavity il needed in the long tenn.

The ERG's will provide guidance for responding to events at shutdown conditions by making use of nonnally
operating nonsafety-related systems when available and by use of the safety-related systems w hen the nonnal systems
are unavailable. References 2 and 3 and RAI 440M provide description of how this use of phmt systems addresses
the plant configurations at shutdown conditions.

. 440.57-1
W Westinn, house
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References:

440.57-1 WCAP-14075, "APNH) Design Dif ferences Document for Development of Emergency Operating
Guidelines Report." May 1994.

440.57-2 WCAP-13793 "APN)0 Spiem / Event Matrix," June 1994

440.57-4 WCAP.13S56, "AP6(H) Implementation of the Regulatory Treatment of Nonsafety-Related Systems
Process. Summary Report," S. prember 1993.

SSAR Revision: NONE

440.57-2
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Question 440.66

Transient and accident analyse:. presented in salet, mru.ysis reports typically concentrate on lumer operation. The
recent experience f roni the events :n operating reactors indicate that f urther evaluation for the plant lower inodes is
needed. Confirin whether each of the transient and act' dent analyses included in the SSAR for the AP6(H) is
applicable to modes I through 6. or provide a die;sion of any plans, il any, with respect to the transient and
accident analysis at lower operation inodes.

Response:

1

The analyses prosided in SSAR Chapter 15 are specifically applicable to gxiwer operation. The analyses provided
in Chapter 15 are expected to bound those that could occur at other operation modes.

No additional analyses are planned beyond that provided in Chapter 15 and the PRA.

See the response to R AI 440.63 for information pertaining to the passive system capabilities during shutdown modes
of plant operation and the PRA analyses perfonned for these modes.

SSAR Revision: NONE
!

PRA Revision: NONE i

i

i
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Question 440.90

The PXS is designed to supply the core cooling flow rates to the RCS during accidents. Section 6.3.2.1 of the SS AR
states that the Chapter 15 accident an;dyses flow rates and heat removal rates are c;deulated by assuming a range
of component parameters, including best estimate and conservatively high and low values. Clarily when the best
estimate values are used in the licensing design basis analyses, and provide the bases for their use.

Response:

Chapter 15 accident analyses are performed assuming the limitir,g single active failure (s) occurs in the PXS, where
appropriate. The design of the APNW) is such that these potennal failures cannot defeat the tunttion of the PXS
system by preventing flow from occurring in any path: this statement does not apply to the AL)S system. w here some
flow paths can be lost. Furthermore, one PRilR heat exchanger is presumed to be out of service (as pennitted by
the Technical Specifications) in Chapter 15 accident analyses where it is conservative.

Postulated possible single active (valve) f ailures serve to increase the resistance in the core makeup tank and PRHR
llow paths. Each of these flow paths is modeled in the small and large brcak LOCA analyses of Chapter 15 under
the conservative assumption that one of the parallel flow path valves has lailed to open, which increases the
resistance of the af fected PXS llow paths thereby decreasing the llow delivery. Within the context of this
assumption, best-estimate piping resistance values are then applied.

This apprm h obtains the most representative prediction of the APNH) plant behavior during a postulated large break
LOCA event without skewing the prediction arbitrarily. It is consistent with the philosophy and use of
_ COBR AflRAF to perform a best-estimate analysis of the APNN)large break LOCA. The requirement to considerW
a single active fadure is met in the 10CFR50 Appendix K small break LOCA analysis.

The small break analysis, using the NOTRUMP code, uses the same assumptions on the flow path resistances as the
large break analysis. The nominal, or best estimate piping resistance is also used. liowever, in the small break
analysis the Appendix K requirement of using the ANS 1971 plus 209 decay power curve is also used for
conservatism. The worst single failure is also assumed in these calculations.

None of the Non-LOCA or steam generator tube rupture analyses of Chapter 15 use best estimate values for PXS
component parameters affecting Ilow rates and heat removal rates. These analyses use conservatively high or low
values.

SS AR Revision: None
PRA Revision: None

440.90-1
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Question 440.121

Generic issue 122.2 deals with the adequacy of emergency pmcedures, operator training, and available monitoring
systems for deternuning the need to initiate feed-and-bleed cooling following loss of the ste:un generator heat sink.
The AlY,00 design relies on f eed (f rom the IRWST, CMT, and accumulator) and bleed (through the ADS) operation
as backup to the startup feedwater and PRilR heat exchanger. Provide a discussion of the emergency procedure
guidelines, operator training, parameters, and instrumentation and control systems relevant to the initiation of feed
and bleed.

Response:

In case of a beyond design basis event where the nonsafety-related startup icedwater (SFW) pumps and the safety-
related passise RilR (PRHR) heat exchanger both fail following a transient, core cooling would be automatically
actuated as follows:

With the loss the SFW and the PRHR the initial steam generator (SG) secondary side inventory would
ef fectively remove decay heat for about 1.5 hours.

- Alter the SG inventory was depleted, the reactor coolant system (RCS) would heat up. The combination
of low SG water level and high RCS temperature automatically actuates the core makeup tanks (CMT)s.

- 11 the SFW and the PRilR are not reemered, then decay heat would be removed by steaming of reactor
coolant through the pressuri/er safety valve-

The loss of reactor coolant through the pressurizer safety valves would eventually result in the CMT level
dropping to the automatic depressurization system t ADS) actuation setpoint.

The operator can also manually actuate the CMTs and ADS based on the same signals that would automatically
actuate them (CMTs on low SG water level plus high RCS temperature ADS on low CMT water level). Refer to
SS AR Chapter 18 anil the AP600 ITAAC for additional man-machine information.

SSAR Revision: NONE

|
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Question 440.145

Set tion 28-2 of the Umle Qualification Document (CQD) for 3,COBRAffRAC, " Compliance with Regulatory
Guide 1.157. REGULATORY POSITION 1," states that application of 3'COBRAffRAC to the AlYiOO design is
considered acceptable, based on intonnation in the CQD and confirmatory tests and comparisons currently being
performed on the unique features of the APNK) design, the results of which will be provided in other reports.
Describe the specific featmes of the AP600 design that will be evaluated with these tests, and show how the results
will be used to meet the requirements of the Regulatory Position. Are the results to be incorporated into a later
ethlion of the CQD?

i
Response:

A Cule Applicability thicument will be submitted by September 30.19(M which will describe the application of the
WCOBRA/TR AC code to the APNH). This document will contain data comparisons to experiments which malel
APNN)leatures. These results will supplement the data comp;uisons for the code provided in the WCOBRAfrRAC

i
'

code qu.dification document (CQD).

SSAR Revision: None ,

'

PRA Revision: None
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Question 440.146

Justif y the capability of WCOBRA/ FRAC to adequately predict downcomer ECC bypass and CCFL phenomena for
the IFFF tests. Section 14-4 of the CQD presents the comparison of code e:dcuhitions to UFFF Tests 6 and 25,
to evaluate the ability of the code to predict ECC bypass in the downcomer. Test 6 comprised five steady state runs
with steam flows to establish points on a flooding curve for the downcomer.

,

1

Clarily the presentation and comparison of the code calculations to the test 6ta. The interpretationa.

of the comparisons would be f acilitated if the data and code traces were plotted together. When
dillerent parameters are plotted together, i.e., test temperature and calculated enthalpy, a second
(right side) y-axis wouhl be appropriate. Also, the axis limits should represent the range of the
data, w here possible (e.g., Figures 14-4-26 and -27, -28 and -29 -30 and -31. etc.). For example,

,

| on Figure 14-4-37, il the data and the calculated results cannot be on the same plot, at least the
| vertical scale for the calculated result should be the same as for the data.

h. Test 6-111: As mentioned in Section 14-4-5 of the CQD. the code calculates the upper
plenum /dow ncomer pressure rise to a higher pressure than shown by the data. Explain the reasons
f or the dif ferences in responses. Also,it is stated that there is good agreement between calculated
and test results atter 70 seconds; however, the test pressure is about i100 kPa at that time period
and the code is still up at ~l350 kPa. Good agreement is delayed until ~100 seconds. Explain why
the code overpredicts system pressure for the first 100 seconds. The timing of the calculated
prewure decay following the end of steam injection is about 20 seconds slow. This timing delay
is also present in the axial and a/imuthal downcomer dp (Figures 14-4-30 and -31. -32 and -33, j
and -34 and -35). Is this delay related to prolonged lateral bypass flow in the calculated results? I

Was the steam flow houndary condition applied with the correct timing or was there a time shift!
What is the mechanism responsible for the delay in the calculated lateral bypass flow? Does this
indicate a deficiency in either the liquid entrainment or CCFL models? Explain the comparison
in more detail. Note also that the code does not calculate the correct lower plenum and
downcomer water levels, particularly at the end of this test (see Figures 14-4 36, -37. -38, and -39).
Similar dillerences between the calculated and the measured water levels are also noted in Runs
132 and 135. Explain the reasons for the diflerences,

c. Tests 6-I T2 and 6-133: These tests are repeats of Run 6-131 with variations in injection flow rates
and pressure; the conunents identified for Run 131 apply to these comparisons as well. The CQD
provides a neatly identical narrative for all of the runs of Test 6. Emphasi/c what the response
dif ferences were and how the code predictions serve to verity the adequacy of the CCFL model.
The stated purpose of Test 6 was to establish points on a flooding curve for the downcomer.
Provide analysis results detailing how well WCOBRA/ TRAC predicted the points on the flooding
C urve.

d. Test 6-135: This run was with slightly higher containment backpressure - 360 vs. -290 kPa.
Explain why the code predicts more bypass high in the downcomer than for the low backpressure
tests. Is this trend consistent with the test results? Justify the applicability of the CCFL models

'

. 440.146-1
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in the c<xle and what it implies in terms of the ability of the code to successfully predict ECC
bypass.

Response:

Additional compans ir ECC by-pass will be provided in the WCOllRAff RAC Code Applicability Document
for the APN)O as ini d in the response to RAI 440.145. These comparisons will include tests in the Upper
Plenum Test Facility wluth utili/ed direct vessel injection similar to that used for the APNN) design A comparison
to that data will be provided m the Code Applicability Document.

Additional clarification to this specilie question will be included in the response to the generic WCollRA/ TRAC
questions on volume 2 of the WCOBR A/ FRAC Code Qualification Document. A revision to this RAI, which
responds to the specific questions of this RAI will be provided following submittal of the responses to the generic
WCOBR A/ TRAC questions in September 1994.

SSAR Revision: None
PRA Revision: None
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Question 440147

Demonstrate the applicabihty of WCOllRAffRAC to the calculation of the ECC bypass phase for the APNH) design.
The APNW1 downcomen is not typical of a current generation PWR. It has a signific:uul I.uper annular gap width,
and there is no thennal shield in the annular region. Discuss the applicability of the test iesults to this design. The
desiyn includes a reflector: a large metal mass occupying most of the barrel-balile region (between the f uel hundle
and the inside of the core barrel). The APNH) design also employs direct injection of the accumulator liquid into
the downcomer. The lower plenum is significantly inore open than f or a current generation PWR; there are no

,

instrument penetrations, there is a single lower core support which also accomplishes any hundle inlet flow '

distribution.

Explain how these ddlerences will atlect the penetration of ECC liquid. What test comparisonsa.

demonstrate the capability of WCollRAffRAC to correctly calculate E('C penetration and hypass
in the APNN) downcomer?

h. Address the influence of thermal contact between the reflector and the core barrel on hot wall ECC
del.iy.

Address the influence of the reduced resistance of the lower plenum structures during blowdown.c.

Ilow will it allect the expected duration of reverse steam flow and how will this impact l'ie
duration of the ECC bypass period!

|

'Response:

The applicability of WCollRAfrRAC to predict the ECC by-pass ellects for the APNH) vessel design wdi he
discussed m the WCOllRAfrR AC code applicability document, as indicated in the response to RA1440.145. There
will be additional comparisons to Upper Plenum Test Facility data which includes direct vessel injection. The
specific design Icatures of the APNH) sessel are discussed in the following: )

The dillerences in the design of the APNH) vessel and downcomer are accounted for in the input to the planta.

nnxlel. The larger metal mass of the reflector is specifically modeled as a separate channel as shown in
i

the SS AR WCOllRAfrRAC vessel nodding. The heat transfer f rom the metal mass to the cote barrel is |

accounted for in the heat structure calculation. Also, the heat that is removed through the reflector flow
holes is modeled and is accounted lor in the calculation. The heat transler to the liquid will act to decrease
its subcooling and thereby reduce its condensation potential. This will penalize the ECC penetration into
the lower plenum. The larger annular gap is directly modeled and will act to reduce the upward steam
velocity which will aid the ECC penetration into the lower plenum. The single lower support plate is I

similar to several W designed plants, and is not a dillerence for the APNN).

h. The thennal contact of the refleclor will act to provide a heat source to the core barrel. Ilowever, the heat j
transfer f rom the reflector and core barrel quickly becoines conduction limited because of the low |
conductivity of the stainless 'tec! structures (conductivity is approximately 10 litu/hr-ft>F). While the heat

W Westinohouseu-
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source is larger. it has a negligible ef fect on the ECC delivery because of the conduction liinited heat
transler in the core harrel and reflector walls.

c. The more open lower plenuin has two ellects on the flow in that region. There is ahnost no cross flow
resistance or ifrag on the steam so the pressure drop is reduced and the steani velocity can be larger. Also
the lateral flow area is larger, therchy reducing the cross flow velocities w hich will reduce the potential f or
liquid sweep-out of the lower plenum. These ef fects are modeled in the WCOllitA/TitAC input h>r the
Ap6m.

SSAR Revision: None
PRA Revision: None
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Question 440.149

Clarily the presentation and comparison of the code calentations to the test data for the LOFT tests that siinulate
rellood-related phenoniena in the analysis of the LitLOCA for the AlW)O design. See Q440.146(a).

Response:

The response to this question and adtlitional claritication of the LOlT coniparisons will be included in the
WCollRA/lRAC code applicability document for the AP600, which will be submitted by September 30.1994

SSAR Revision: None
PRA Revision: None
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Ouestion 440.150

LOFT L2-5 data (Figures 14-1-26. -36, and -37) show a significantly higher intact hot leg liquid flow during core
rellood (-4() to N) seconds) than that calculated by WCOBRA/ TRAC. Is this response related to entraimnent during
quench f ront advanceinent or to ECC noule condensation in the intact cold leg? Explain why WCOBRA/ TRAC
does not capture this response feature.

Response:

The response to this question will be included in the responses to the generie WCOBRA/ TRAC review questions.
A revision to this RAI, which responds to the specifie questions of this RAI, will be provided following subinittal
of the responses to the generic WCOBRAffRAC questions in Septeinber 1994.

SSAR Revision: None
PRA Revision: None

W Westinohouse=>
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Question 440.151

The conclusion drawn in Section 14-2-6-5 of the CQD attributes poor predictions of core heat transter in
C('TF Run 75 to underprediction of system pressure. Provide f urther justification for this conclusion.

a. The code appears to be overpredicting core steam temperature. and therefore, underestimating post-
dryout heat tr:mster Irom the heater nids. Specifically, the data showed more droplet entrainment
(lower quahty mixture) and, therefore, less superheat than that calculated by the code. The trend
of the data for CCTF Run 62 (Figures 14-2-31 through 14-2-41) low in the core (below 10.010
showed that the channel steam temperature drops to saturation coincident with increased fuel
cladding surlace cooling, thereby resulting in the turnover of cladding heatup. Provide additional
justification for the interfacial heat transler and droplet entrainment models. This may be because
ut underprediction ofliquid droplet entrainment in the steam during core rellood, a conclusion that
would be consistent with lhe underprediction of the LOFT L2-5 intact hot leg mass llow noted
above. The explanation of fered in the Section (14-2) of the CQD implies that the data are not
realistic because ol quenching of the steam temperature sensor probes. Justity this explanation.

h. In Volume I, page 5-8, it is stated that bubbles of superheated steam are unlikely to occur
extensively in a LOCA transient because the large interf acial area will quickly drive the system
to saturation. This statement seems justified according to the CCTF data but appears to contradict
the calculated results. Explain the high superheat response predicted by the code,

c. In the description of the interf acial heat and mass transfer models (in Chapter 5), there is a
preponderance of the number "278" for superheated vapor, subcooled vapor, and superheated
liquid:

- h m = 2.78 (a constant is assumed)a

- h,yv = 2780.0 (a large constant value is assumed.
presumably to drive the mixture toward equilibriuou

- h<sm = 278.0 (a large value is assumed in order to drive
the liquid towards saturation).

It appears that these heat transfer coellicients are arbitrary and have little or no phpical basis.
Substantiate the interfacial heat transfer nuxlels used by the code.

d. 11 appears that WCOBRA/fR AC thies not include the major influences of structures on the flow
regime transition. At the highest levels, calculated quench times for nxls 2 (low power) at 10.0 ft
and 3 (average power) at Il.6S 11 were sooner than the data Is this an early calculated top-down
quench that is not supported by the data? Or is this because of the calculated T,, of 700 to 90W F
discussed in Section 14-2 of the CQD! It is stated on page 14-2-17 that the mass in the upper core
was underpredicted by the code, it is f urther noted on page 14-2-19 that the prediction Oneasure-
ment?) of substantial mass retention in the upper core region in the CCTF tests was attributed to
a flow regime transition, possible resulting f rom the rewetting of structural members, the ellects

W WestinEhouse-
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of w hich are not simulated. Should the structure rewetting ellect be included in the flow regime
transition nudel? 11 appears to significantly :dlect the outcome of the calculation. primarily the
predicted core insentory distribution and heater rod cooling. Explain whether and why this model
produces an adequate representation of the phenomena present m the core during rellood,

Section 14-2-6-5 of the CQD (CCTF Run 75) states that the code predicts significantly lowere.

pressure during this lower plenum injection test, and that this is responsible f or the underprediction
of relh>od cooling. It is implied that this result is an anomaly because the scaled (FLECllT SET)
results did not exhibit a similar pressure drop. Ilowever, the reference cited, Akimoto et. al..
apparently does not support this conclusion. Instead, the response difference between full si/c and
scaled results is attributed to ihnv area sealing. Provide further explanation for the os erprediction
of sessel-to-broken cold leg delta-p and broken cold leg steam flowrate.

f. In Section 14-2-7 of the CQD. "Overall Comparisons and Conclusions." Test 75 is singled out as
poorly predicting the fuel temperature results, but some cladding surface temperature responses for
the other CCTF tests (62, 63, and 67) appear to show the same trend. It is further note 1 in
Reference 1 of the CQD that the maximum broken cold leg dp was -50 kPa in the base case (62)
and - 60 kPa in the FLECHT coupling test (75). Because the dif ference is small (only about ~l.5
psi), similar responses for the two tests should be expected, as shown. Therefore, proside f urther
clarification on the conclusion that the Test 75 prediction is significantly poorer than the others.

Response:

The response to this quesnon will be included in the responses to the generic ,WCOBRA/ FRAC review questions.
.

A resision to this R AI. w hith responds to the specific questions of this RAl. will be provided tollowing submittal
of the responses to the generie WCOBR A/ FRAC questions in September 1994.

SSAR Revision: None
PRA Revision: None

.,

'i1. Akimolo. T. Iguchi, Y. %Iurao, l'ressure lhop through Broken Cold Leg during Reflood l'hase of Loss-<f
Coolant Arcident of I're.uurized tratcr Reactor, Journal of Nuclear Science and Technology, 21(6h pp. 45n-465
(June 1984).
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Question 440.152

Provide additional justilication to explain the comparison to SCF Test 604 results (Section 14-3-6-1 of the COD).

This case resulted in underpredicted cladding temperatures in the region above the core midplanea.

(Figure 140-1 l), and an earlier downward temperature slope of cladding temperature, that indicate
overpiediction of quench front advancement. Calculated steam temperatures are again overestimat-
ing the time superheat is present. As with the CCTF comparisons, provide additional explanation
to justily whether and why the code is predicting the correct therinal-hydraulic responses.

b. As described on page 14-3-16, pressure oscillations in the calculated result indicated the prediction
ol' gravity reHood oscillations. This phenomenon does not appear in the data. Are these
oscillations responsible for the merprediction of the heat transler at the quench front? The
overprediction of quench iront advancement may be related to the observation that fuel rewet onset
temperature value (discussed in Section 6-2-6) is too high. Provide a more detailed explanation
of this phenomenon, showing cause-ef fect relationships.

c. Provide additional justification f or the statement that the instrumentation may not be adequate to
capture the phenomena. Include evaluations of instrument sensitivity and time response
characteristics. If the oscillations are present but damp out, state why. If the gravity reflood ;

oscillations are not present in the test, clarify w hy WCOBRAffR AC predicts them. j
1

l

d. Inventory is underpredicted in the upper half of the core. The code apparently predicts an early ;

quench low in the core but a late quench high in the core. Clarily the reasons for the dillerences
between the calculated results and the data.

Response:
|
|

The response to this question will be included in the responses to the generic WCOBRAffR AC review questions. ,

A revision to this RAI, which responds to the specific questions of this RAI, will be provided following submittal I

of the responses to the generie WCOBRAffRAC questions in September 1994.

SSAR Revision: None
PRA Revision: None
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Question 440.153

Accumulator injection will be followed by injection of the N; pressurizing gas. The stall has raised an issue
regarding the successf ul yravity draining of the CN1T;1RWST in the presence of the pressuritation ef fect of the cover
gas. Identif y applicable assessment data and demonstrate the acceptability of the LOCA hiethodology to be used
for evaluation of long term cooling response for the AP600 design.

Response:

The lony tenn cooling model which will be used to demonstrate the perlonnance of the passive ..arely systems uses
the W(T)llRAflRAC code. This model will be verified against the Oregon State (Iniversity tests which simulate
the injection of the accumulator nitrogen w hen the accuinulators conipletely drain. WCOllR A/lRAC will he
compared to these tests to verify its applicability for Ch1T/lRWS f gravity drain during AP600 long term cooling
transients. These comparisons will be documented in the WCOllRA/IRAC V&V report to he provided to the NRC
in Niay 1995. Once the WCOBR AffR AC analysis is complete, a less sophisticated analysis method may be possible.

SSAR Revision: None
PRA Revision: None

440.153-1
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Ouestion 440.156

I ong term cooling is an issue for gravity-drained systems with low driving heads with competing forces present.
This is not addressed in the CQD. Describe the methodology to be used for verifying the adequacy of the ability
of the AlWH) to employ long tenn cooling, including the assessment data and a tiemonstration of its applicability.

Response:

The WCOBRAfrRAC code will be used for the AP6(K)long tenn cooling calculations. The application of the use
of the WCOBRA/TR AC code for this application will be provided in the WCOBRAfrRAC code validation document
which will be submitted in May 1995. The Oregon State University long tenn cooling experiments will provide the
data to verity the use of the code for this purpose.

SSAR Revision: None
PRA Revision: None
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Question 440.176

Section S.I.1 of WCAP-13856 identilles general methods used for the eviduation of the function:d interaction
aspect of systems interactions between the active and passive systems in the AP6(X) design. These methals
include ta) assuming the operation of a non-safety-related system if its actuation worsens the analytie:d result of
the Chapter 15 analysis, (b) considering those integral tests involving both safety-related and non-safety-related
systems in the AP6f XI test program that will validate the thermal-hydraulic codes used in Chapter 15 and (c)
matelling the system interdependencies in the system tault trees and event trees in the PRA. This section also
includes a list of safety-related functions of the active non-safeiv-related systems in the AP6(X) design to
preclude the pctential for non-safety-related systems to adversely interact with the safety system. However, it
does not provide detailed information to demonstrate how these methods can capture all of the subtle
interactions.

Provide a discussion of the detailed methods used to identify possible adverse systems interactions (ASI) that
could be hidden in the APNH) design. and proposed resolutions of these ASls, including design modifications and
operatmg procedures. In addition, proside the following infonnation:

a. For some combinations of depressurization hardware, the success criteria analysis for medium- and small-
break LOCA reported in the PRA (Appendix J) indicates that significantly higher peak clad temperatures
tPCTs) are predicted for the operation of two accumulators as compared to one accumulator operation. It
states that with two accumulators, the pressurization following accumulator injection causes an increase in
the pressuri/cr water level. This results in a lower release of steam through the automatic depressurization
system (ADS) valves. which leads to a delayed in-containment refueling water storage tank (IRWST)
injection and a higher PCT because of the lower two phase reactor vessel water level. Confirm that no clad
f ailure would take place. What are the boundary conditions, initial conditions, and timing of events that can
be varied in the analysis of these events, such that a worst and bounding case can be determined? Can
panial or brief operation of the normal residual heat removal system (RNS) in the injection mode have a
similar elfect?

|

b. For certain medmm-break LOCA cases and the transient event trees, the status of the CVS is not queried. |

This implies that the ADS success criteria are identical whether or not the CVS worked. Can continuous or
intermittent operation of the CVS result in the RCS pressure " hanging up" above the gravity injection
pressure while not providing sullicient CVS tjow to maintain core cooling?

c. Can CVS operation cause a situation where insulticient flow is provided to the RCS by CVS during a steam
generator tube rupture (S(TTR) event, but gravity injection cannot function because the ADS success state
assumed cannot compensate for pressure ef fects of the CVS?

d. Gisen a small-break LOCA, the expected response of the plant is reactor coolant pump (RCP) trip, core |

makeup tank (CMT) actuation, passive residual heat removal system (PRHRS) actuation, ADS actuation, and I

manual actuation of RNS injection. In such a scenario, the low pressuri/er level signal or a safety injection
signal will also start the CVS pumps and keep them running and injecting to the PRHRS return line to the

|

I

W Westinnhouseu
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l
SG ch;umel head. Ilow does the CVS injection allect the operation of the PRHRS and the plant's ability to '

mitigate the small-break LOCA and other transients that result in the CVS injection?

e. In an SGTR, what is the cifect of SG pressure on the RCS pressure? Can SG pressure cause the RCS
pressure to remain high, impeding grasity injection flow? How does the answer to this question depend on
the number of tubes ruptured! How does the status of SG isolation affect RCS pressure for one- or
nmitiple-tube rupture scenarios?

Response:

The response to RAl 440.95 provides a discussion of the methods used to identity possible adverse rystems
interactions,

a. Clad tailure is not a PRA acceptance criteria. Peak clad temperatures below 22(H F is the acceptance
criteria. The response to RAI 440.178 provides details of the automatic depressurization system success
criteria analysis perfonned for the PRA. Possible adverse interactions with the nonnal residual heat removal
system were investigated in tests at SPES-2 and at OSU. These tests provide data to confinn analytical
metinxis that support successf ul core cooling with nonnal residual heat removal operation,

b. Chemical and vohnne control system injection flow is much smaller than the CMT or the accumulator, so
any impact is expected to be small. Note that the chemical and volume control system can only affect
reactor coolant system pressure indirectly since the automatic depressurization system provides large vent
holes. The PRA success criteria analysis perfonned with dif ferent numbers of CMTs and accumulators
bounds the chemical and volume control system ef fect since the chemical and volume control system flow is
much smaller,

c. A steam generator tube rupture is mitigated without automatic depressurization system operation with
chemical and volume control system injection and operator actions or with passive residual heat removal
heat exchanger operation (with or without operator action). The core makeup tanks provide injection that is
independent of chemical and volume control system operation. Nonnal CVS makeup operation will not
adversely af fect the SGTR mitigation. A malfunction of the CVS that results in excessive makeup is
isolated by redundant safety-related valves.

There is an alternate success path in the PRA that protects against failure of the operators and of passive
residual heat removal or the CMTs. His path includes actuation of the automatie depressurization system
and injection from the accumulators and the IRWST. See responses (b) and (e) for additional information.

d. Possible adverse interactions with the chemical and volume control were investigated in tests at SPES-2 and
at OSU. These tests provide data to confinn analytical methods that support successful core cooling with
chemical and volume control system operation. See item (b) for additional discussion.

e. For the AP600, the design basis steam generator tube rupture consists of a single tube. For this event.
automatie depressurization system actuation does not occur as demonstrated in the safety analysis contained

440.176-2
W Westinah0Use- u
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'

in SSAR Subsection 15.6.3 and Section 4.2 of the APNH) Design Change Report dated February 15, IW4.
In a design basis steam generator tube rupture, the reactor coolant system pressure decreases to the
secondary side pressure, which terminates the reactor coolant system leak. The core inakeup tanks
ellectively add inakeup to the reactor coolant system without draining the core makeup tank level to the
automatic depressuri/ation system actuation setpoint.

Ilest estimate analysis indicates that automatic depressori/ation does not occur during a multiple steam
generator tube rupture. Rel'er to Revision I of the response to RAI 440.27.

There will he a test performed at SPES 2 with automatie depressurization manually actuated during a single
steam generator tube rupture. This test will provide data to confirm analytical methods that support
successf ul automatie depressurization system operation in such a SGTR scenarios.

SSAR Revision: NONE

440,176-3
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&
Question 440.202

in the PRilRS break tree. Figure F-19 of the PRA, does the RTNSS evaluation take credit f or isolating the
break? Does it reflect the possibility that one IIX was isolated previously and the other one has the break in it
now? Are there any missions in the PRA hr which both heat exchangers are needed?

Response:

As documented in Reference 440.202-1, the R1NSS evaluation of the passise residual heat removal heat
exchanger break event models the probability lor isolating the f ailed passive residual heat removal heat
enh.uiger. The passive residual heat removal lau't tree model used in the RTNSS evaluation of the passive
resiilual heat removal heat exchanger breal event considers the probability that one of the passive residual heat
removal trains is already isolated.

There are no missions in the PRA f or which both passise residual heat removal heat exchangers are needed.

Reference:

410.202-1 WCAP-13M56, AP600 Implementation of the Regulatory Treatment of Nonsafety-Related
Systems Pmeess. September 1993

SSAR Revision: NONE

PRA Revision: NONE

. 440.202-1
W Westinohouse- a
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Question 440.203

liow much makeup water (CVS, CMT) is needed during extended operation of the PRHRS for decay heat
reinoval?

Response:

Extended operation of the passive residual heat reinoval heat exchanger provides decay heat reinoval for design
hasis non-LOCA events. The core makeup tanks provide sull'icient reactor coolant system makeup to
coinpensate for reactor coolant system cooldown shrink ell'ects and for pre-existing leakage (within technical
specification limits). The theinical and volume control system is not needed to support passive residual heat
reinoval heat exchanger operation. Refer to the response to RAI 440.218 for additional discussion of passive
residual heat removal heat exchanger operation and the reactor coolant system inventory.

SSAR Revision: NONE

PRA Revision: NONE

W Westingh0use 40.2034
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Question 440.208 |

|
|

An issue for conventional PWRs during a large-break LOCA is potential precipitation of boron in the core
region. The issue is addressed by switching to hot leg injection. How does the APN)O design address this issue?
Describe the behavior of boron in the core during long-term recirculation with the RCS steaming to the
containment and water retunung through the sump recirculation screens. Does boron accumulate in the core?

Response:

The characteristics of the AP600 passive core cooling system (PXS) limits the build up of boron in the core.
The long term injection to the core is from the in-containment refueling water storage tank and /or the
containment recirculation sump. 'Ihe automatic depressurization system is in operation to vent the steam
generated in the core and maintain the reactor coolant system pressure low enough to permit this recirculation
from the containment.

A mixture of ste:un and water is vented through the automatic depressuritation system 4th stage paths on the hot
legs. As decay heat drops, the water level in the reactor will rise. The amount of water being vented out the 4th
stage then increases. The water that is vented with the steam carries horon from the reattor, which limits the
build up of baron. Refer to the response to RAI 440.154 for additional discussion.

SSAR Revision: NONE

PRA Revision: NONE

W WestinEhouse-
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Response Revision 1

Question 480.4 (Misidentified by NRC as 280.4)

Provide the test data for the passive containment cooling system that was generated from both the small and large
seale test f acilities that are related to dry shell testing conditions.

Response (Revision 1):

Four test data reports f or the passive containment cooling system generated from small- and large-scale test tacilities
under dry shell test conditions are being reissued as WCAPs. The WCAPs will--lv were transmitted to the NRC
under separate cover byhy41r-lunwillAbtinylm+ proprietary-2mnd4revisiom, via Westinghouse letter ET-
NRC-93-3903. The WCAP munbers and reimrt titles are as follows:

WCAP-13727 (Proprietary) and WCAP-13728 (Non-proprietary), " Heavy Water Reactor Facility Project*

(HWRF) Small Scale Containment Cooling System Test Final Report" .

WCAP-13732 (Proprietary) and WCAP-13733 (Non-proprietary)," Heavy Water Reactor Facility (ilWRF) Small.

Scale Containment Cooling Test Preliminary Series 2 Test Results"

WCAP-13742 (Proprietary) and WCAP-13743 (Non-proprietary), "licavy Water Reactor Facility Project, Phase.

I APN10 Small Scale Passive Containment Cooling System Test ' Dry' Test Results Applicable to the HWRF
Project"

WCAP-13725 (Proprietary) and WCAP-13726 (Non-proprietary). " Heavy Water Facility (IlWRF) Large Scale.

Passive Containment Cooling System Baseline Test Data Report"

SSAR Revision: NONE

1
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1Quet, tion 952.27

The stall is concerned that the f ull range of possible conditions under w hich ADS inay operate has not yet been
,

considered. Justify your selection of operating conditions. A "inap" of RCS behavior of the AlYdH) vs. ADS test (
lacihty operation wouhl be useful in inaking this awessinent.

Response (Revision 1):

Theisquestal enap43ES idavior ol the-AP(dHtwADS tess4acility+1wation will le proviikwi4mmvision to
this R AI by4f an h, liv-luu4.

The requested inap was provided to the NRC via Westinghouse letter NTD-NRC-94-4240, dated 7/26N4

SSAR Revision: NONE

l
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f1

Question 952.75

What are the steam generator recirculation ratios and riser inlet temperatures for the SPES-2 f acility? Also, were
the volumes for the steani generator bypasses accounted for in the second provided RELAP5 input model!** '

Response:

The average steani generator recirculation ratios for the SPES-2 tests are 1.9 for steam generator A and 1.8 for steam
genertor 11.

Typical steam generator riser tempertures are:

SGA (T-A05S), hot side - 266.5 'C (511.7 "F)

|
(T-A(NS), cold side - 201.1 "C (502.0 "F)

SGA (T-805S), hot side - 263.7 "C (506.7 "F)
(T-1109S). cold side - 259.5 'C (499.1 "F)

Also. the observed tubular downcomer temperatures (riser inlet temperatures) are:

SGA (T-A02S) - 259.0 "C (4 S.2 "F)
(T-A03S) - 258.8 "C (497.8 "F)

SGH (T-8025) - 259.0 'C (498.2 "F)
(T-803S) - 259.6 'C (499.3 'F)

The referenced RELAP5 input model was not developed or provided to the NRC by Westinghouse. Therefore, we
can not speak to the construction or content of the nuxlel.

SSAR Revision: None
PRA Revision: None

:
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1

"' Letter from A. Alemberti, ANSALDO S p.A. to Marcos G. Ortiz, EG&G Idaho, Inc., INEL, " Revised
j

RELAP5/ Mod 3.0 input deck 'spes2.1' of SPES-2 f acility." June 14,1993.
i
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